The Catacombs of Rome.
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filiation of air through tho hive and veil
tiiato effectually.
Bees should be exam
ined occasionally through the winter.
I
is tho small or weak stock which require
the most attention. They may be toe
cold: we shall be warned of this, if wi
are on tho lookout, by bees leaving tin
hive in times of cold weather, and In
I
spots of excrement on the combs.
this is discovered it is ample evidence tha
they are too cold. The remedy is this
Close all the holes in the top and replan
the bottom board for a week or ten (lays,
then remove it so that one hall' of tin
hive only, will be uncovered, and let tin
holes in the top remain.
I he time for setting out bees will vary
in different seasons and in different localities in Maine the time for setting them
out is from the noth of March to the 10th
of April; no matter if the snow is not all
gone if it has laid long enough to become
hard, so that when the bees alight upon il
I lie\ may have no difficulty in tiling again
Choose a warm, pleasant day, and carry
them out at ten o'clock, as they have beer
confined to the hive so long they will
leave in great numbers, and il the iveathei
is not warm enough to enable them to 11 y
briskly they will fall to the earth, become
chilled and die. It a light snow occurs
alter the bees are set out, when il clears
oft' care should be taken that the bees dn
not leave the hive until the snow is partly
melted.
In order to induce the bees t<
remain in the hive, the front stand should
be shaded. For this purpose a wide board
set
n
front ot the hives will effeetuall}
shield the hive from the rays of the sun
and cause the bees to remain quiet in their
hives till all danger is past.
Bees wintered in this way will come out strong in
the spring, and will be able to take adlantage of the flowers which bloom in
early spring. They will also breed very
rapidly early in the season, for tho reason
that as there is a large colony of bees
they are enabled to engender a great
amount of animal beat, consequently they
will throw off large early swarms.
1
have no doubt but what many will doubt
the propriety of wintering bees according
to the above method, especially that class
of 1 iee-keepers who believe that the bee
All I ask is a trial ol
must be kept cold.
this method to convince the most skeptical
I would ask the skeptic
of its efficacy.
to consider whether it is not likely that
some analogy exists between bees and
other portions of farmers’ stock.
The

Shut

the

Door

Shut the door softly, and come to her sale,
What should we do if our mother had died?
She who h:is loved us our weary lives through—
Shut the door softly, and do as I do.
Shut the door softly, and kneel with me here.
To Him who has spared us our own inothei

1

dear;
has given her back to our arms once
again.
|b»riie her through danger and softened her
pain.
Shut the door softly, and look in her face,
Who

And see how it gathered in health and in grace.
Is -die not handsome, this mother of ours,
Waking to life like the budding of flowers?
I Let us lose all in this fast flying life,
: Sister and brother and husband and wife.
■

|

Mother’s love only all time has defied;
Shut tin* floor softly, and come to her side.
Shut the door softly, mother’s awake.

Hack trom the shores of the fathomless

lake;

Weary with travel, but laden with charms,
Longing to clasp us wTthin her dear arms.

Mother, dear mother! we loved you before,
Now we shall love you a thousand times more,
Welcome dear heart from the shadowy land;
I Shut the door softly, and kiss her dear hand.
How Jack

Hastings
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Sold His Mine.

The passenger train from the east came
thundering down the head of the Humboldt Valley, just as morning brightened
; over the earth—refreshing eyes wearied
with yesterday’s mountains and canons,
by a vision of green willows and ash trees,
a stream that was not a torrent, and a
stretch of grassy country.
Among the faces oftenest turned to the
Hitting views was that of a young, grace-

fully formed, neatly dressed, delicate
looking woman. The large brown eyes
often returned from gazing at the land-

who showed

roof.
Then came fhc sudden
mountain tempests, when the rain deluged
The day began to wane. They had everything, and it was hard to find a spot
travelled continuously over a long stretch to stand in where the water did not drip
of plain between two mountain ranges, through. She grew wild, looking forever
over a country entirely uninhabited exat bare mountain sides simmering in the
cept by the stage company’s employes, sun by day, and at night over their tops
who kept the stations and tended the up to the piercing stars. A constant
stock.
This lone woman had seen but anxious fever burned in her blood, that
one other woman on the road.
Plenty of the cold night air could not quench,
i teams—great “prairie schooners,” loaded though she often left her couch to let it
j with every conceivable thing for supply- blow over her, in her loose night robes.
ing the wants of an isolated, non-produe- Then she fell really ill.
ing community, and drawn by ten or fifSitting by her bedside, Jack said : “If
teen mules—had been passed through the I could sell my mine !” And she answer-: ed, “Let the mine go, Jack, and let us go
day.
As night fell, Mrs. Hastings saw what home. Nothing is gained by stopping in
she had never before seen or imagined
this dreadful place.”
the camps of these teamsters by the roadThen Mr. Hastings had replied to her,
side; horses and mules staked or tied to -I have no money, Alice, to go home
the wagons; the men lying prone upon with— not a cent.
I borrowed ten dollars
the earth, wrapped in blankets, their dust- of Earle, to-day, to
buy some fruit for
blackened faces turned up to the frosty, you.”
1 hat was the last straw that broke the
twinkling stars. Did people really live
in that way?
how many
! camel’s back. By night Mrs.
was delirious, and Dr. Earle was called.
things were there in a city !
The night was moonless and clear, and |
“She has a nervous lever,” he said;
cold as at that altitude they always are. “and needs the most careful
nursing.”
from
the
of
the
was
Which she cannot have in thisSleep,
road,
roughness
Her
:
and
impossible.
companions dozed,
place,” Mr. Hastings replied, profanely,
woke with exclamations when the heavy
“Why don’t you try to get something
of
the
coach
disturbed
them
too
to do ?■* asked Earle of the sad-visaged
lurchings
roughly. Mrs. Hastings never closed Her husband, a day or two after.
“What is there to do? Everything is
eyes. When morning dawned, they were
on the top of a range of mountains, like
flat;—there is neither business nor money
those that had been in sight all the day in this cursed country.
I’ve stayed here
before. Down those heights they rattled trying to sell my mine, until I’m dead
away, and at four in the morning entered broke—nothing to live on here, and noththe streets of Chloride Hill—a city of ing to get out with.
What I’m to do
board and canvas houses. Arriving at the with
my wife there I don’t know. Let
stage office, the lady looked penetratingly her die, perhaps, and throw her bones up
into the crowd of men always waiting for that ravine to bleach in the sun. God !
tile stages, but saw no face she recog- what a position to be in !”
nized, Yes, one—and that tiie face of the
“But you certainly must propose to do
gentleman who sat down opposite her at something, and that speedily. Couldn’t
table in Elko.
you see that it was half that brought this
“Permit me,” he said ; “i think you en- illness on your wife—the inevitable which
she saw closing down on you ?”
quired for Mr. Hastings?”
“I did; lie is my husband.
I expected
“If I cannot sell my mine soon. I’ll
to find him here,” she replied, feeling that
blow out my brains, as that poor German
sense of injury and desire to cry which
did last week. Alice heard the report ot
tired women feel, j vstlod about inaerowd the shot which killed him, and I think it
of men.
hastened on her sickness.”
iioi iiiu'Mui in in
“And so you propose to treat her to
anj auiiiv linn”
to an employe of the office, the stranger
another such scene, and put an end to
returned immediately, saying to the man : her?” said Earle, savagely.
“Take this lady to Mrs. Robb's boarding“Better so than to let her starve,” Jack
house.”
Then to her: ‘T will inquire for returned, growing pale with the burden
your husband, and send him to you if he of possibilities which oppressed him.
is in town. The hack does not go over to “How the devil I am to save her from
Deep Canon for several hours yet. You that last, I don’t know. There is neither
must be greatly fatigued.”
business, money nor credit in this internal
Fatigued! her head swam round and j town. I’ve been everywhere in this disround; and she really was too much ex- trict, asking for a situation at something,
hausted to feel as disappointed as she and cannot get
anything better than digmight at Jack's non-appearance. Much ! ging ground on the new road.”
relieved by the prospect of a place to rest
“Even that might be better than starvin, she followed the man summoned to ing," said Dr. Earle.
escort her, and lilteen minutes after was
Jack was a faithful nurse; Dr. Earle
sound asleep on a sofa of the hoarding- an attentive physician ; young people with
house.
clastic constitutions die hard; so Alice
Three hours of sleep and a partial bdth ! began to mend, and in a
fortnight was
did much to restore tired nature’s equi- convalescent. Jack got a situation in a
librium ; and although her head still felt I quartz mill where the Doctor was part
absurdly light, Mrs. Hastings enjoyed the owner.
Left alone in the cabin, Alice began
really excellent breakfast provided for
her, wondering how such delicacies ever j staring again at the dreary mountains
got to Chloride Hill. Breakfast over, and i whose walls enclosed her on every side,
no news ot Jack, the time began to drag j The
bright scarlet and yellow flowers
wearily. She was more than half inclined j which grew out of their parched soil someto be angry—only relenting when she re- ; times tempted her to a brief walk; but
membered that she was two or three days ; the lightness of the air
fatigued her, and
behind lime, and of course Jack could not ! she did not care to clamber utter them.
know when to expect her.
She had very
One day, being lonely, she thought to
full directions, and if she could not lind please Jack by
dressing in something prether way to Deep Canon she was a goose, ! ty, and going to the mill to see him. So
that was all!
laying aside the wrapper which she had
So she sent for the driver of the hack, worn almost
constantly lately, she robed
told him to get her baggage from the ex- lierselt iii a delicate linen lawn, donned
office,
and
started
for
press
Deep Canon. a coquettish little hat and parasol, and set
Who should she lind in the hack but her i out for the mill, a mile
away. Something
triend of the morning!
in the thought of the pleasant surprise it
“1 omild not hour of your husband,’' j would l.o to Jack
gave her strength and
said he; “but you are sure to find him at animation ; and though she arrived somehome.”
what out of breath, t he looked as dainty I
Mrs. Hastings smiled faintly, and hoped and fresh as a rose, and Jack was imshe should. Then she gave her thoughts ! ineiisely proud and flattered.
He introto the peculiar scenery of the country, duced her to the head of the firm, showed
and to the sharpness of the descent, as ! her over the mill, pointed out to her the
they whirled rapidly down the lour miles mule-train backing wood for the engine
of canon at the bottom of which was the j tires, got, the amalgamator to
give her
town of that name—another one of those
specimens, and in every way showed his
places which had “come up as a dower” i delight.
in a morning.
She longed to ask about
Alter nil hour or so she thought about
her husband and his “home”; but as i going home; but the walk home looked
in
the stage,
there were several persons
in prospect very much longer than the
she restrained her anxiety, and said never walk to the mill. In truth, it was harder
a word until they stopped at the door ol
by reason of being up-hill. But oppora saloon
where all the other passengers tunely, as it seemed, just as Jack was seeThen
she
the
told
driver
she
alighted.
ing her off the door-stone of the office, l)r.
wanted to be taken to Mr. Hastings’ Earle drove up, and,
comprehending the
house.
situation, offered to take Mrs. Hastings to
He didn’t know where that was, he
her own door in his carriage if she would
said, but would inquire.
graciously allow him live minutes to see
Did he know Dr. Earle ?
the head man in.
“That’s him, ma’am.” pointing out her
When they were seated in the carriage,
friend of the morning.
a
rare luxury in Deep Canon, and had
he asked, rais- driven half a mile in embarrassed silence
“How can I serve yon
—for Mrs. Hastings somewhat felt ashaming his hat politely.
Mrs. Hastings blushed rosily, between ed of her husband’s dependence upon this
vexation at Jack’s invisibility and confu- man,—the Doctor spoke, and what he
sion at being so suddenly confronted with said was this:
Dr. Earle.
“Your life is very uncongenial to you;
“Mr. Hastings instructed me to inquire you wish to escape from it, don’t
you ?”
of you, if I had any difficulty in linding
“Yes, I wish to escape; that is the word
him,” she said apologetically.
which suits my feeling—a very strange
“I will show you his place with pleas- feeling it is.”
ure,” returned the Doctor pleasantly;
“Describe,” it said the Doctor, almost
and jumping on the box, proceeded to di- i eagerly.
rect the driver.
I
“Ever since i left the railroad, in the
Had ladies ol Mrs. Hastings’ style been i midst of a wilderness and was borne lor so
as plenty in Deep Canon as in New York,
many hours away into the heart of a still
the driver would have grumbled at the more desert wilderness,
ray consciousness
no road he had to tollow along the
stony I of things has been very much confused.
side of a hill and among the stumps of I can only with difficulty realize that there
mahogany trees. But there were few like is any such place as New York; and San
her in that mountain town, and his chiv- Francisco is a fable. The world seems
alry compelled him to go out of his way as a great bare mountain plane; and I
with every appearance of cheerfulness'. am hanging on its
edge by my finger-tips,
Presently the stage stopped where the ready to drop a .vay into space ? Can you
sloping ground made it very uncertain account for such impressions?”
how long it could maintain its balance in
“Easily, if I choose. May I tell you
that position; and the voice of Dr. Earle something?”
was heard saying, “This is the place.”
“What is it ?”
Mrs. Hastings, who had been looking
“I've half a mind to run away with
out for some sign of home, was seized
you.”
with a doubt of the credibility of her
Now, as Dr. Earle was a rather young
senses.
It was on the top of her tongue ! and a very handsome man, had been
very
to say, “This must be the house of some ; kind, and was now
looking at her with
other Mr. Hastings.” when she remem- eves actually moistened with tears, a sudI
bered prudence, and said nothing,
(let- j den sense of being on the edge of a pitand
out
to
the
house
to
ting
going
inquire, I fall overcame Mrs. Hastings; and she
the door opened, and a man in a rough turned pale and red
alternately. Yet,
suit
came
forward
to meet
with the instinct of a pure woman, to
mining
quickly
her.
avoid
an
she
ble

Softly.

the door softly, mother's asleep,
Her fever is broken, her slumber is deep;
Look in her pale fa«*e and see there no pain,—
Darling, be thankful, we've mother again.
Shut

scape, to scan with seriousness some
memoranda she held in her hand.
“Arrive at J'llko at eight o'clock A. M.,” said
w!i. at
f
the memorandum.
Consulting a tiny
h:!1 stat.'
watch, whose hands pointed to ten minved
t
utes of eight, the lady began making
pi
l.y n mg.
those little preparations which betoken
Aiioiber )•< iiif. aside from the saving |
the journey’s end at hand.
d "ati"fae!ion of producing tin* bread j
“What a strango-looking place it is !”
w
use at
home, i- tin- laet that alter a
she thought, as the motley collection of
is
in
much
wheat
the
land
left
good
croj»
i board shanties and canvas houses came
(
in sight;—for the famous Chloride Disbetter "t lie t< >i .■
pr > tlHiion. if we extrict had been discovered but a few
cept cm. that any other farm crop.
! months before, and the Pacific Railroad
1 hi- i" an i in
e
small importance in
j was only four weeks open. “I wish Jack
the eon any .1 a grieiilt uiv,
Did we prohorse, ox, &o., that require a greater had come to meet me ! I’m sure I don’t
due.- our own bread in this Stall-, it would amount of food in cold
weather, or when sec how 1 am to find the stage agent to
What a number
lid a mighty weight from the farming exposed to the pelting storm, than it does give him Jack’s letter.
in warm weather, or when it is comfort- of people 1”
tmuuiiity, and add liiilli ui" of dollars
This
mental ejaculation was called forth
ably housed. Althougn much has been
to the wealth of her citizens.
said to the contrary, I am firm in the be- by the siijht of the long platform in front
of the eating-house, crowded with a surglief that a bee or a swarm ot bees
may
Spring.
be frozen to death.
Common sense ing mass ot humanity just issuing from
le
!
!
_•
1
1
•li'.’-1;11 111ii«i 111" j leaches me that bees should be kept warm the dining-room.
They were the passenWhile yi•! the -now ling'-i- beside the | and in an even temperature.
[(’. li. Col- gers of the eastward-bound train, ready
to rush headlong for the cars when the
f< in e- a ml in the valley-, while the trees ton, in Maine Farmer
momently-expected “All aboard !” should
>»•’. \va\ e naked hranehes. drear and
be shouted at them by the conductor.
•j'■'•-tlike above the while carpet over
Into this crowd the freshly-arrived pasPhilosophy of Preserving Eggs.
their !•»-'!-. while the bare, brown liillsengers of the westward-bound train were
a moment after ejected—each
eyeing the
The thousand and one recipes given
*p- am! stubbly liehl- -how but little
other with a natural and pardonable in<iirn- of coining green, and the bird* are from time to time arc in fact as worthless terest.
as the mermaid stories, or those of the
The brown-cyetl,
>et fir away, vv. catch the balmy, soften;
snake monster of the sea. Many who
graceful young lady
put
1 ai". and i:• i'
d
tw
lengthening
ilight, forth these stories for the million do not conducted herself in a very business-like
e.
manner—presenting the cheeks for her
and m h' i::
a
g* a-.» in something know what a fresh egg is; many do it for
out the office ot Wells,
No egg baggage, inquiring
-! Hi'
u
1
i:d u i. n imis re-- j notoriety, and some ignorantly.
:
is liesh that will shake; that is because" Fargo & (Jo., and handing in her letter,
'•1
i
-uri*':
tin
r;ii in:
\ egetabh1 I
all in tile briefest possible time. Having
has hist some of its albumen.
No o<;
secured a seat in a coach to Chloride Hill,
worhl.
has ever been preserved over a mouth
with the
of the agent to call for
1 dtt le -• r' ;tms e-n- tpiug
Min
t in* icy ; that will not shake, except it lie
air-proof- her when promise
the time for departure arrived,
letter- "f ; ,.* l-'ro-l-King. g> merrily oil ; ed. which is a term not generally understood, and i- a new process. If they are the lady repaired to the dining-room just
th'-ir way. to j dn tie* rapid brook and j
in time to see her acquaintances of the
put in solution, no matter what it is, the train
tu 'bid -H'e (in. wii »-•
aei ea-i I strength
departing. Sitting down alone to a
j egg will absorb it; if put in dry measures,
an I
f
uw o' I
mieiirbed by any bar- 1 the albumen will escape by transpiration hastily-cooked and underdone repast, she
was about finishing a cup of bitter black
the shell.
The egg lias been
;1
•] >upower. | through
coated with every conceivable coinptxsi- collee with a little shudder of ilisgust.
I ii«' hum "i
in n hiiie.>
ami tin* -brill
tion .'veil in solid stone, and galvanized, when a gentleman seated himself opposite her at table. The glance the stranger
notes "! tie* -aw. blend with the lumber- i vet the
watery material escapes. 1‘he cast in her direction was
rather a lingerof
this
is
men's shouts and tin* driver'- song-.
that
there
is
air
in
the
philosophy
ing
one; then lie ordered his breakfast
betorc
it
is
and
this
treated,
\'’"'lit tin* larm-\ at d tie* bleating of egg
uniting
Meanwhile the lady retired
its oxygen and carbon produces decom- i and ate ii.
lambs and low of m;* In rd-, begins to 1m
to the ladies1
sitting-room.
carbonic
acid
the
by
position
gas,
yellow
After an hour ot waiting, one, two,
.1
1'a.tni'd •*'
'V V turn their eye- j ••f tiiegg first breaking, then follows the
three coaches rolled past the door, and
destruction. Eggs are naturally designed
anil
tile lady began to tear she had been forI- last as long as the hen
w
douhil<
s- we
requires to get
poor hmnaiis do.1*
her brood, and the life germ can lie pre- gotten, when the polite agent appeared to
'green
notify “Mrs. Hastings” that “the stage
p i-; are- and -till waters.'1 j served a few weeks—seven or
eight—but
Mmum :i < iiaiitieleer walks )»r«*:idlv erect. \ no
The egg itself may he kept was ready.” This was Mrs. Alice Hastlonger
then—wile ol Mr. Jack Hastings oi
1
with
newly acquired -'ateliness and in a preserved state for two years by ings,
Deep Canon, Chloride District. The
with
oil
or
lard
but
butter,
greasing
;
!
e\,|\
:r« iy eb.lellgaj'j)eareiK*ii of from the
time it is thus put up to the end agent thought Mr. Hastings had a very
danger, or promise of fond, doubtless of two years, it will daily lose its albu- pretty wile, and expressed his opinion in
"ding the importance, as well as the! men by transpiration, and while its car- his manner, as men will.
When, just before starting, there enbonic acid escapes to a certain extent, the
'oust .juen
"i im Ing a lamily man in the
l tered three ol the
j
roughest-looking men
egg meat will be reduced tally two-thirds,
•v« >st extended -'-u-e o; t in* term.
and will shake. For culinary purposes, she had ever encountered, Mrs. Hastings
And we turn
ur la-'n
to fear that in his zeal to obey inwith a new j
they will do very well. But we want a began
structions the agent had exceeded them,
determinatioii u» sn ee.*d. born of the i whole
egg, not a half one, and we want and in
packing the first three coaches
.I!
"II
ili>' la
f X it :ll'e all about th-iii tresli. Butter, and lard, and suet
have been used for a half century, still with first-comers, had left this one to
"
A.
catch
the fag-end of travel.
If the
nothing has recommended itself over the first up
impression, gained from sight, had
old liming system in a commercial
point
Bees.
made her shrink a little, wlmt was her
Wintering
of view. The theory always has been,
i iisl tlwn. we will turn i'tir attention to and still is, that to keep an egg fresh the dismay when at the end of ten minutes
one
of her fellow-travellers—the only
tin* winter ma ai gen lent of bees, and con- air must be excluded.
It is the only
American of the three—produced a bottle
id**! what i- m i!'--ar\ in order to have philosophical treatment of it that can be
of
which, having offered it first
‘•ur bee> pa-s the winter month' in
safety, made. Eggs are composed of more than to brandy,
her, he passed it to the bullet-headed
a a d ninii1 -ait strong and
healthy in the j half a dozen chemical ingredients, and Irishman and
very shabby Jew; repeatspring 1 belie\•• lli.it bre.*-roquire sliel-I these components are very volatile; lienee
ing the courtesy once in twenty minutes
the atmosphere with its powerful
1er during the whiter months as much as
agencies for
several
times.
tli'1 horse or ox. orevn man himself, and works quickly upon it.
Externally kept
Mrs. Hastings was a brave sort ot wofrom tlie air, the latter is powerless to do
il sheltered and protected from the severe
it harm ; hut the air inside no mortal can man, where courage was needful; and she
old and variations of the temperature, it
will require a h-s*: amount of honey to prevent, ami that alone in time will de- now began io consider the ease in hand
\vith what coolness she could command.
winter the same number of bees.
Many compose the egg. [Country Gentlemen. One
hundred and thirty miles—eighteen
b*' *-keep,-rs winter tl eir bees in the
open
or twenty hours of such
companionship—
air without any protection. Is it any
with no chance of change or intermission;
Now.
wonder that tlicv abandon
bee-keeping
a
wilderness
to
travel over, and
country
do ’• a tew \i ars and exclaim, when told
If only farmers and ovcrylmdv else all the other coaches a long way ahead.
•lit s it sue ‘es.sl'ul
bee-keeping,
1 di ! it is ill luck.’’
Now in my opinion, would learn to take this little monosyl- The dainty denizen of a city home, shudshowed outwardly a
) with it.
I be- lable as a watchword, what a saving it dering inwardly,
serene countenance. Her American friend,
lieve proper management, care and atten- I would be of time, moneysand temper.
You see that valuaide item in the news- with wicked black eyes, and a jolly and
tioti are tin* stepping 'tones to success in i
reckless
of carrying himself, conbee-keeping as wad! as any other pursuit. paper which you wish to preserve for tinued to style
offer brandy at short intervals.
future use.
You determine to cut it out
But to return : according to
my experi“Best lake
ence three
things are necessary in order and put it in your scrap-book very soon. “this dust will some, madam,” said he;
choke you it you don’t.”
But
fail to do it now, and when you
11'
"'inter bee»» suceossfully.
High and look you
“Thanks,” returned the lady with her
for it, it is not there. Nor anywhere
’•veil temperature, darkness' and
quiet. A
dry, dark cellar I consider the best place else, you decide, after a long and uusue- sweetest 1smile, “I could not drink
leave wine in my travellingbrandy.
for wintci ing be.- in the absence of this, eessful hunt. You are vexed, and blame
a
dark room a! o\. ground is nearly as somebody, who in turn gets provoked, basket should [ need it; but much prefer
good. 1 laid it bc'l to carry flic bee's in and, as likely as not, puts six more peo- water.”
At the next station,
us soon a>
although hardly
steady cold weather sets in, ple out of humor by keeping the dinner
which is with us about the lirst of Decem- waiting half an hour; and so the evil four minutes were lost in changing
horses, the men procured for her a cup
ber.
I have tor a number of years win- grows like a snow-ball in damp snow.
of water,
Mrs. Hastings’ thanks were
tered my bees in the cellar. 1 have at this
Then too when you want to make uj
frank and cordial. She even
time sixty stocks, all ol which are in win- vour lemon
carefully
pies, os can your fruit, you
ter quarters in the cellar, whom I shall
can’t begin to remember the direction? opened a conversation about the country
were
and
contrived
to
they
over,
them
until
the
passing
last
.,f March or lirst you read in that missing
keep
paper, and sc
them to ask a question or two about
>1 April.
My bees are all in moveable' you are out of humor again. Now if you get
herself.
When they learned that she had
comb hives, excepting four. The hives bad only said, “1 will cut this out
now,
come all the
are placed on benches three feet from the
way from New York on the
and paste it in at once,”
you would have
newly opened railroad, their interest was
ground. The benches are so arranged that saved all the trouble.
at its height; and when
the mice cannot gain access to the hives.
they heard that
Drive a few nails in that
missing paling she was
to join her husband in the
In cold weather the little rascals will some- of the
garden fence now, while you arc Chloride going
district, their sympathy was
times make their nests in the comb in that
waiting for the breakfast-bell, and you
thoroughly enlisted.
part nt the hive not occupied
the bees, ; will never miss the time. But it will kee[
by
when- thay find nice warm
“Wonderful—such a journey!
How
lodgings with I that broad-billed flock of your neighbor’s
could be six days on the cars, and yet
pi;ntv nt the nicest, food close at hand. ducks from trooping in and destroying she
able
to
take
W ben
such a stage-ride as this, is
take up their
lodgings in this half of your garden" while you are oil" at
•manner the sir,,* is
astonishing.”
It will save dollars as well as
in a short work.
destroyed
Such
were
\\ hen the season
the American’s comments.
time.
comes for putting much bad feeling between
neighbors. Sc
tmy bees into winter quarters, I remove much unhappiness and so many quarrels The Jew thought of the waiting husband
—tor
Isrealite
is a man' of domestic
the caps, (that part ol the hive which do come from the want of
half-dozen nail? and your
•covers the surplus honey
family affections. Her husband lookboxes) from the, in the right place at the right time.
ing for her and she behind time 1 How
hives, and carry the main part of the hive
It is the stitch in time, or the nine oul troubled he
must be 1 Didn't he know
into the cellar and place them on the
of time, that makes the difference betweet:
how it was? Wasn’t his wife gone away
flem-ches before mentioned.
I then let
'■tanner thrifty” and “farmer
slip-shod.’ on a visit once, and didn’t write; and he
them remain for about twenty-lour hours
-, did her own housework am
a running to the
lor the bees to get quiet.
I then remove all the
express office every
sewing for four children. There morning and evening tor a letter, anil
the honey head (this head covers the
top was id ways a habv about her feet,
yet slit getting so anxious as to telegraph ? Such
oi the comb frames, and is
simply placed continued to have all sewing done before an
<>n the
expense and loss of time!—and all betop of the hive, not fastened,) from she needed it.
Sewing machines were cause he felt so uneasy about his wife 1"
the hive. This leaves the hive
so unknown in her
open
days. When
came
The bullet-headed
that the bees can he
young Irishman said
plainly seen cluster- tliesre was the row of little spring
dresses for nothing. He was about half
ed together in the
asleep from
hive, and ventilates in hlla all waiting, and the
jackets anil brandy and last night’s travel; too stupid
a thorough manner.
trousers all in readiness for the two
boys to know that his hat had flown out of the
With the common box liive
a dill'erent
while baby was never kept kick in <'
impa- window, and was bowling along in the
ooui-sc must he pursued in order to
winter tiently m long-clothes for months
while
wind and dust half a mile behind—all the
tiees successfully. Heuiove the iiives
to his short-dresses were
being made. The better lor his head, which looked at a red
the cellar or room, and
them on the great secret was she did
place,
now.
She
things
heat now.
benches, lait instead of placing them in systematized her work, and
so hail abundAlii;
their natural position, the holes'’in the
liLUy lliliLI HILUtl liib I'UUO moil lip to
ant leisure.
she had superioi her
lop
Perhaps
level, when directly they were ashamed
should lie opened, then lay down two
in this respect, hut there are of their
“faculty”
brandy and other vices, and bespruce sticks and turn the hive bottom up few house-wives who cannot
improve ir gan to show instinctive traits ol gentleand place it on the sticks. Now let them
this matter. The added comfort of self anil
men.
remain twenty-four hours for the bees to
arrived at the
By the time
household, will more than pay the cost oi dinner station, wherethey
half an hour was
get quiet, then remove the bottom boards
making
experiment.
[Corr.
allowed
Working
for food and rest, out of the eighJrom the liive. This will
give a free cir- Farmer.
teen or twenty, she had at least two huma

r

Jot tr n a t

_li

Wheat?

Emil's ago liie wIii it crop was an iml c ani ore ia this State. Tho larmers
amed their own i ] ad. whether made ol

for her comfort.

great

concern

canvas

—

superfluous

—
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j

j
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j

1

j

J

recognizing
ugly thought,
answered with a laugh as gay as she could

"Alice !

“Jack!”
l)r. Earle and the driver studiously
looked tlie other way while salutations
were exchanged between Mr. and Mrs.

Hastings.

When

they again

ventured

a

look, tlie lady had disappeared within the
cabin, the first glimpse of which had so
dismayed her.
That afternoon, Jack initiated Alice inthe mysteries of cooking by an open
fire, and expatiated largely on the merits
of his outside kitchen
Alice hinted to
him that she was accustomed to sleep on
something softer than a board, and the
two went out together to a store to purchase materials out ot which to make a
mattrass.
After that, for two or three weeks Mrs.
was industriously
engaged in
wondering what her husband meant when
he wrote that he had built a house and
was getting things
ready to receive her.
Reason or romance as she might, she
could not make that single room, of
rough
boards roofed with leaky canvas and unfurnished with a single comfort ot life,
into a house or a home. At last Jack
seemed to guess her thoughts, for she
to

Hastings

never
ii

said,

spoke them.
umim

sou

uiy mine,

no men

mien

“I could fix things up.”
“If you sold your mine, Jack, you
would go back to New York, and then
there would be no need ot fixing up this
place.” Alice wanted to say “horrid”
place, but refrained.
At length, from uncongenial air, water,
food, and circumstances in general, the
to droop.
The
transplanted flower
great heat and rarihed mountain air

began

caused frantic headaches, aggravated by
the glare which came through the white

Earle
to

“Diggers”; and dreading their glittering

nervous prisoner drew the curtain over the one little sliding window.
There was nothing to road, nothing to
sew, no housekeeping duties, because no
house to keep; she was glad when the
hour arrived for preparing the late afternoon meal.
That night she dreamed that she was a
skeleton lying up the canon—the sunshine parching her naked bones; that Dr.

,

along with a pack-train going deliciously
mill, anti picking her up carefully could not

laid her on top of a bundle of wood ; that
the Mexican driver covered her
up with a

blanket,

which so smothered her that she
and started up gasping for
breath. The feeling of suffocation continuing, she stole softly to the door, and
opening it let the chilly night air blow
over her.
Most persons would have found
Mrs. Hastings’ house freely ventilated,
but some way poor Alice found it hard to

wakened,

cool and tempting that Alice
retrain from volubly exulting
“But how did you get them,
over them.
Jack?” she asked ; “not by going in debt,
I hope.”
“No. I was at Scott’s store, and Earle,
happening to come in just as Scott was
selling some, and nraising them highly,
paid for a can and asked me to take them
to you and get your opinion.
They are

research has extended. The whole
is honeycombed by them.
Openings occur in various places, and accidents have not been uncommon, in
which riders over the Campagna have
broken in and sustained severe injury.
They are regarded as so unsafe, that visitors are usually taken only through a
limited portion of those connected with
the Church of St. Sebastian on the Appian Way. The rock and earth are liable
to fall, and sad indeed would be the fate
of those who should be buried beneath
the falling mass; and sadder, yet, of
those whose retreat should he cut off,
while they were left to wander hopeless
ly, until compelled by weariness and
weakness to lie down and die. Several
years ago, a school, consisting of a teacher and more than twenty boys, descended into this subterranean city of the ancient dead, but none of them returned to
tell what was their fate. The fall of the
earth over one of the passages by which
they had left the main route, rendered
their escape bv the same way impossible
ern

Campagna

ao not

fancy them,” sanl Ance, setting down her plate; “but don’t tell the
J no summer was
passing; times grew Doctor 1” she added, hastily.
if possible, harder than before. The pros“Yon don’t fancy anything lately,
who
had
found
pectors,
plenty of “leads,” Alice,” Mr. Hastings replied rather
had spent their “bottom dollar” in opencrossly.
ing them up and in waiting for purchas“Never mind, Jack; my appetite will
ers, and were going back to California come when you have sold
your mine;”
couid.
The
were
and
any way they
capitalists
upon that the unreasonably fastidious
satisfied
that
in
the
end
all
the
off,
holding
woman burst into tears.
valuable mines would fall into their hands
“As if my position is not trying enough
and caring nothing how fared the brave without
seeing you cry!” said Jack,
but unlucky discoverers. In fact, they
paustng from eating long enough to look
overshot themselves, and made hard times injured. Plastic Jack
!—your surroundfor their own mills, the miners having to
ings were having their effect on you.
stop getting out rock.
The “Mining News” ot the 2d of SepThen Jack lost his situation.
Very soon tember had a notice of the sale ot Mr.
food began to 1)0 scarce in the cabin of Hastings mine—the
“Sybil,” bearing
Mr. Hastings. Scanty as it was, it was chloride of silver—to Dr. Eustace
Earle,

than Alice craved : or rather it was
not what she craved; if she ate for a day
or two, for the next two or three
days she
suffered with nausea and aversion to anything which the outside kitchen afforded.
Jack seldom mentioned his mine now,
and looked haggard and hopeless. The
conversation between her husband and
Dr. Earle, recorded elsewhere, had been
overheard by Alice, lying half conscious;
and she had never forgotten the threat
about blowing out his brains iu ease he
tailed to sell liis mine. Trifling as sucli
an apprehension may appear to another
it is not unlikely that it had its effect to
keep up her nervous condition.
The summer was going—was gone.
Mrs. Hastings had not met Dr. Earle for
several weeks ; and, despite herself, when
the worst fears oppressed her, her first impulse was to turn to him. It had always
seemed so easy for him to do what he
more

liked!

Perhaps he was growing anxious to
know if he could give the thumb-screw
another turn. At all events, he directed
his steps toward Mr. Hastings' house on
the last day in August. Mrs. Hastings

all of Deep Canon. The papers to be
handed over and cash paid down at Chloride llill on the 7th, at which time Dr.
Earle would start for San Francisco on
the business of the mining firm to which
he belonged. Mr. Hastings it was understood would go East about the same time.
All the parties were at Chloride llill on
the morning of the 7th, promptly. By
eleven o’clock the above mentioned tran-

saction

the

“Dear Jack: I sold your mine for you;
Dr. Earle is running away with me, per agreement; hut if you take the express this afternoon, you will reach Elko before the train
leaves for San Francisco to-morrow. There is
nothing worth going back for at Deep Canon.
save me.

Devotedly,

temptation

he used.

It
the
fore
tile

Al.ICE.”

something like a blush.
“Certainly; I swear
conditions, you know.”
none

I will—on

what

other?”

“Shall I rob myself, not of money only,
but of what is far dearer? On none
other.” Ho rose, took her cold hand,
clasped it fervently and went away.
When Jack came home to his very
meagre dinner,

he brought

peaches, which, being opened,

a

can

looked

of

so

to

pelief pefore
Oh, I ish so glad dat into doesn’t

mean

into at all, hut shust close py or near to,
for now I can pelieve manish tings vot I
could not pelieve pefore. We real. Mister
Breaeher, that Taniel vas cast into the ten
of lions, and came out alive.
Now 1
neber could pelieve that, for de wilt beasts
would slmst eat him up rite off; put it isli
ferry clear to my mind. He vasli shust
close py or near to, and tid not get into
the ten at all. Oh, 1 ish so glad t vas
here to-night.
Again we real dat de Hebrew children
vasli cast into de firish furnace, and dat
sir alwisli look’t like a peeg story, too,
for they would have been purnt up ; put it
ish all plain to my min’t now, for they
were shust cast close py or near to the
lirish furnace. (), l ish so glat I vasli

ight!
den, Mister Breaeher,

to-n

And

pale.

superfluous

tion, a stranger to all, arose and broke a
silence,that was almost painful, as follows :
Mister Breaeher, I isli so glad I vasli
here to-night, for I has had explained to
my min’t some tings dat 1 never could

“Alice,” he said again, “this man, your
husband, possesses a prize he does not
value, or does not know how to care for.
Shall you stay here and starve with him ?
Is he worth it?”
“He is my husband,” she answered
simply, lifting up a face calm, if mortally here

“On

is

it ish said
dat Jonah vas east into do sea and take
into the whalesh pelly.
Now 1 neber
could pelieve dat. It alwaysh seemed to
me to pe a
peeg feesh story, put it ish all
plain to my liiin’t now,—he vasli not taken
into the whalesh pelly at all, put shust
shumped on to his pack and rode ashore.
O, I ish so glad I vash here to-night.
And now, Mr. Breaeher, if you will

shust explain two more passages of Scripture, I shall he, O, so happy dat I vash
here to-night!
One of them is vare it
saish the vicked shall be cast into a lake
that piiriis with lire and brimstone always.
O, Mister Breaeher, shall I pc cast into
that lake il I am wicked ? or shust close
py or near to, shust near enough to pc
compu table ? O, I hopes you tell me 1
shall pe east shust py a good vay off, and
I will pe so glat I vash here
to-night!
The other bashage ish that which saish,

plessed are they who do these commandments, that they may have right to the
tree ot life, and enter in
through the gates
into the city.
O, tell me I shall gets into
the city, and not shust close
py or near
to, shust near enough to sco vat I have
lost, and I shall pe so glad I vasli here to-

night.”
He sat down, with the

impression

made

many present that it would do take the
Bible for only what it clearly says.

on

Mr. Johnson, while prowling around
in an Indiana saw-mill in tho dark to see
what he could find, is supposed to have
tound a huzzy saw, from the buttons and
pieces of suspenders and things found on
the floor. The absence of Mr. Johnson,
and the fact that the saw was
bloody,
seems to corroborate the statement of a
that
Johnson has gone to the
neighbor
land of the dead.

made,

1 lie passages are very narrow, not tuoiv
t wide, and about
than three or tour
six feet in height (>n each side and hroughout the whole extent they are lined witli
niches, or shelves, cut into the wall one
above another and usually four or live
feet in height, in each of which there w b
just room for a body to be laid in lengthwise. The fronts of the niches were elos. 1
with long slabs of terra cotta, cemented.
Occasionally marble was used, with an

where the other passengers got in.
Hall an hour afterwards, Mr. Jack
Hastings received the following note—

If you love me,

was

is known to this day of how or
where in the vast labyrinth they met
their death.
The peculiar interest attaching to these
Catacombs is, that during the early ages
of Christianity, in tin- times of persecutions by the Roman Kmperors. tuey were
the resort of Christians who tied to tic
recesses tor safety, and probably to sonc
extent for worship.

nothing

was

of

state that Jack took
received him at the threshold and offered
express, which, arriving at Elko behim the camp-stool—the only chair she
the opposition, made him master of
had—in the shade ouLside the door; at
situation.
Not that lie felt very
the same time seating herself upon the
masterltil; lie didn’t, lie was thinking
door-stop with the same grace as if it had of many things that hurt him to rebeen a silken sofa.
member; but he was meaning to do difShe was not daintily dressed this afterferently in future. He had at last sold
for
that
like
noon ;
others, calls his mine—no, he’d be d--d if he had
luxury,
for the expenditure of a certain amount of sold it; but—Hello I there's a
big dust
money, and money Alice had not—not out on the road there!—it must be the
even enough to pay a Chinaman for “do- other
stage. Think what you’ll do and
iug up” one of her pretty muslins. say. Jack Hastings!
Neither had she the facilities for doing
What he said was :
“Ah, Doctor I you
them herself, had she been skilled in that here?
it was lucky for my wife, wasn’t
sort of labor; for even to do your own
it, since I got left, to have you to look
washing and ironing pre-supposes the alter her ? Thanks, old fellow ; yon are
usual conveniences of a laundry, and just in time for the train. Alice and I
these did not belong to the outside will stop over a day to rest. A thousand
kitchen. She had not worn her linen
times obliged; good-bye!
Alice, say
lawn since the visit to the mill. The dust good-bye to Doctor Earle.’
you will not
which blew freely through every crack of ; see him again.”
the shrunken boards precluded such ex- ;
Their hands and eyes met. He was
travagance. Thus it happened that a pale as marble; she flushed one instant,
soiled cashmere wrapper was her after- paled the next, vvitli a curious expression
She had failed a good deal
noon wear.
in her eyes which tin: Doctor never forsince coming to Deep Canon; but still got and never quite understood.
It was
looked pretty and graceful, and rather too enough to know that the game was
up.
He had another mine on his hands, and
spirituelle.
dii
uiu
iiu* uuaui item m ins mum,
an
in
his
heart
which
he
told
ugly pain
point of :i knife, the flower of :i cactus, himself bitterly would be obstinate ot
very common in the mountains, which lie. cure. If he could be sure what that look
presented her, warning her at the same in her eyes had meant i
time against its needle-like thorns.
“It makes me sick,” said Alice, hastily,
The Puzzled Dutchman.
throwing it away. “It is the color »f
A Wisconsin paper ^ives the
I
so
and
of
the
which
want
following,
much;
gold,
sunshine, which I hate so."
which though an extreme ease, mav be
“I brought it to you to show you the needed to
pftt i iotl>. pulpit and pew on
little emerald bee that is always to be
bettor guard:
found in one; it is wondrously beautiful,
Ono who does not believe in immersion
—a living gem, is it not?”
“Yes, I know,” Alice said, “I admired lor baptism was holding a protracted
the first one I saw ; but l admire nothing meeting, and one night preached on the
subject of baptism. In the course of his
any longer—nothing at least which sur
remarks he said, some believed it necesrounds me here.”
I understand that, of course,” returned sary to go down into the water, and conic
the doctor. “It is because your health is up out of it to be baptised.
But this be
failing you—because the air disagrees claimed to be a fallacy, for the preposition
“into” of the Scriptures, should be rendwith you.”
“And because my husband is so unfor- ered differently, as it does not mean into
tunate. If he could only get away from at all times. Moses, lie said, we are told
here—and I!” The vanity of such a sup- went up into the. mountain—and the
position in their present circumstances Saviour was taken into a high mountain,
brought the tears to her eyes and a quiver etc. Now we do not suppose that either
went into the mountain, but upon it.
about her mouth.
Sc
“Why did you ever come here ? Why with going down into the water, it means
did he ever ask you;—how dared he?” simply going down close by or near tu
demanded the doctor, setting his teeth to- the water, and being baptised in the ordfnary way, by sprinkling.
gether.
lie carried this idea out fully, and in
“That is a strange question, doctor!”
Mrs. Hastings answered with dignity, due season and style closed his discourse,
lifting her head like an antelope. “My when an invitation was given to any one
husband was deceived by the same hopes who l'elt so disposed to rise and express
which have ruined others. If I suffer, it their thoughts. Quite a number of tlie
brethren arose and said they were glad
is because we are both unfortunate.”
“What will he do next?” questioned they had been present oil this occasion,
the doctor, curtly. The cruel meaning that they were well pleased with tlie
sound sermon they had just heard, ami
caused the blood to forsake her checks.
“1 cannot tell what he will do,”—her felt their souls greatly blessed.
Finally
brief answer rounded by an expressive a corpulent gentleman of Teutonic extrac-

silence.
“You might help him: shall I point
out the way to you ?”—watching her intently.
“Can you? can I help him?”—her
whole form suddenly inspired with fresh
life.
Dr. Earle looked into her eager face
with a passion of jealous inquiry that
made her cast down her eyes:
“Alice, do you love this Hastings ?”
He called her Alice; he used a tone
and asked a question which could not be
misunderstood. Mrs. Hastings dropped
her face into her hands, her hands upon
her knees. She felt like a wild creatu re
which the dogs hold at bay. She knew
what the man meant, and the
now

and although diligent search

completed. Shortly after,
Opposition Line’s stages
stopped at Mrs. Robb’s boarding-house,
and a lady dressed for travelling stepped
quickly into it. Having few acquaintances, and being closely veiled, the lady
passed unrecognized at the stage office,
one

a

by quarrying or digging, leaving only
enough to sustain the superincumbent
mass of earth.
They are of great extent,
reaching in every direction as faras mod

splendid, by Jove!”

breathe in it.

“And I might be your husband, after a
make it:
brief interval,” ho said quickly.
“There
“If you were a witch, and offered me half would have to be a divorce—it could be
of your broomstick to New York, I don’t conducted
quietly. I do not ask you to
know but I should take it,—that is, if commit
I
will
yourself to dishonor.
(here was room on it anywhere for Jack." shield
you; no care shall iall upon you,
“There wouldn’t be,” said the doctor, nor any reproach. Consider this well,
and said no more.
dearest, darling Alice! and what will be
The old fever seemed to have returned your fate if you depend upon him.
that afternoon. The hills glared so that
“Will it help him then, to desert him?”
Mrs. Hastings closed the cabin door to she asked
faintly.
shut out the burning vision. The ground“Yes, unless by remaining with him
from
the
silence
that
can
insure
squirrels, thinking
his support.
Maintain
you
no one was within, ran up the mahogany
you he cannot. Suppose his mine were
tree at the side, and scampered over the sold—he would waste that
money as he
canvas roof in glee.
One, more intent on wasted what he brought here. I don’t
gain than the rest, invaded Jack’s outside want his mine—yet I will buy it to-morkitchen, knocking down the dishes with row it that will satisfy you, and I have
a clang, and
scattering the dirt from the your promise to g > with me. I told you
turf root over the flour sack and the two once that I .wanted to run away with you,
white plates. Every souud made her and now I mean to. Shall I tell you my
heart beat faster. Afraid of the silence
plan ?”
and loneliness, at last she reopened the
“No, not to-day," Mrs. Hastings andoor; and then a rough-looking man came swered, struggling with her pain and emto the entrance, to inquire if there were
barrassment; “I could not bear it to-day,
I think.”
any silver leads up the ravine.
Leads? she could not say: prospectors
“IIow cruel I am while meaning to be
in plenty there were.
kind ! You are agitated as you ought not
hum ne went ms
way. Having satisfied to be in your weak state. Shall I see you
his curiosity; and the door was closed to-morrow—a professional
visit, you
again. Some straggling donkeys wan- know ?”
dered near, which wore mistaken for
iuu »» 111
uujr mu miiic.
umuj, Willi

eyes, the

making
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came

the

come to Itomc without
visit to the Catacombs, although
few penetrate tar into those dark and intricate recesses. Their origin is unknown
—at least, there are no authentic records
of their excavation.
The purpose for
which they were last used—the burial of
the Christian dead—docs not necessarily
indicate the purpose for which they were
formed. It is probable that they were
dug out in order to obtain, for building
purposes, the volcanic stone and sand
which underlie the whole Campagna;
but when, or by whom, is not known.
The excavations may have been commenced before the time of the ancient
Romans; but if so, they were continued
in their day, as
they contained the material required for the construction of
It was taken out
many of their works.

Few travelers

inscription, containing some nn>tto or symbol expressive of the wishes or hopes of
These niches
the living for the dead.
are now

could

all tenantless and open, but

we

where the dead had been reposing. The inscriptions are preserved else
One ot the long halls of
where as relies.
tin? Vatican is lined with the marbles taken from these tombs.
The Catacombs connected with the
Church of St. Agnese, in allot In r part of
the Campagna, are nearly in the state
in which they were discovered. The excavation are much more regular and on
scale than those which we had
a larger
previously seen. Instead ot being more
see

unsafe, as they are generally supposed to
be, they are less liable to crumble and
fall. The rock in which the excavations
are made is more solid, allowing the pas-

sages to be cut with more exactness, and
run often
to a great distance in a
right line. The roofs are vaulted with
regularity, and the sides cut perteetly
square. The same niches occur as in the
other Catacombs, ami are. raise I above
one another to the number of live or six.
hut they have not been ritled excepting
; to
remove
the slabs and inscriptions.
; The bones of the dead by hundreds and
thousands are lying where they
even
were deposited sixteen or eighteen centuries ago.
After walking for a long time through
these halls, some seventy teet below the
surface of the ground, and having entor1
ed several chambers painted rudely in
!
fresco, we ascended to another story, but
not to the lighL ot day. These passages
are gen-rally twoor three stories in height.
but seldom have any intercommunication
The air is exceedingly dry, and the temperature higher than that of the air above.
al; but after a time it becomes stilling,
though there is nothing unpleasant in
It appears to be perfectother respects.

!

! they

I

ly pure.
The incriptions which we found upon
the marble slabs with which the niches
were

j
I

closed,

are

an

interesting study,

and may be seen at any time in the main
entrance to the museum of tin* Vatican.
There are many pieces of rude sculpture
in bas-relief,representingSeriptm v scenes,
and generally those scenes which were
most appropriate to the persecuted state
of the
early Christians. The three
children in the tiery furnace, ami Daniel
in the lion’s den, are frequently rcpr»
sented. The baptism of Christ and various scenes in his life are seiilpturei. in
The dove, as an
the same manner.
I
emblem of peace, occurs v<-ry often.
give the translation of a few as a spccimen.

“Cannes, tin* martyr of Christ, rests
lie sutVered under Diocletian.”
i here,
“In the time of Kmperor Adrian, Mar
j ius. a young military leader, who had
lived long enough; with his blood In*
gave up his life for Christ. At length he
The well-deserving,
rested in peace.
with tears and tears, erected this on the
VI.”
Ides of December,
‘Here lies (iordinus. deputy of Caul,
murdered with all his family for his faith.
They rest in peace, Thcophita, his mud,
erected this."
‘•In peace,” and “In Christ.” frequently occur upon the slabs which ‘dosed the
[N. Y. Observer.
graves.
!

A romatie story comes from I’lattslmrg.
A young lady and gentleman on a recent
evening joined the skaters on the beautiful Lake Champlain, but. prefer! ing each
other’s society alone, wandered oil' to an
unfrequented part, some two miles from
shore, where the ice was the smoothest.
While enjoying the splendid skating, the
gentleman was suddenly plunged into
the water by the frail iee giving wav.
The young lady’s screams were unavailing, but she would not desert her companion, and taking oil' her dress and jacket she tied them together and attempted
to reach him with them, hut in vain.
Her stockings were added, but still the
rope was too brief, and the young man
was rapidly
becoming exhausted. Her
ingenuity did not fail her. Dropping oil
her hoop skirt, it was quickly severed into half a dozen pieces, added to the jacket, dress, and stockings, ami, to her great
delight, this made the line long enough
in a few minutes, by hard
to reach him.
pulling, she landed him on the lirm iee,
and together they made their wav home.
Few were the words spoken on the journey, but they were sutlieient, and their
wedding garments are ordered, lor use
before the iee breaks up.

New Orleans Picayune tells the
of a printer, who, when his tellovvworkmen went out to drink beer, during
the working hours, put in the bank the exact amount which he would have spent if
ho had gone out to drink.
He kept to
this resolution for live years.
He then examined his bank account and tound that
lie had on deposit $.>iH.Sli.
In the five
years he had not lost a day of ill-health.
Three out of live of his fellow-workmen
had, in the meantime, become drunkards,
were worthless as workmen, and were
discharged. The water drinker then
bought out the printing ollice, went on enlarging his business, and in twenty years
from the time lie began to put by his
money was worth $100,000. The story,
whether new or old, teaches a lesson
which every young machnnic should lay
to heart.
The

story

I

would

give nothing

for that man's
arc not

whoso very dog and cat
the hotter for it.
[Rowland Hill.

religion

that

Blaine and Butler.

extraordinary scene of the
legislation, so far as the House of
Representatives is concerned, took place
on Thursday of last week.
The two republican gladiators whose names stand
at the head of this article,
indulged in a
verbal duel which for sharpness and acrimony has seldom been equalled. It is
Tin-

most

winter’s

understood that ill-blood has existed bethe two ever since Blaine’s first
election to the Speakership, in conse-

tween

quence of the

appointment to an imporchairmanship, which Butler thought
right, having been conferred upon

tant

his

another
The immediate cause of the outbreak
the passage of a resolution providing

was

lor

a

select committee to

the

investigate

condition of the South.

pared

bill

a

Butler had prerelation to Southern

in

troubles, which would havw made liira-ell the chief
1

he South,

into the all airs of

inquisitor
with opportunity

tactics.

It

peculiar
publicans, and Blaine
that they resolved to

so

to

apply

alarmed the

hi<
re-

among the rest*
kill the measure,
Butler caused a print-

and did the deed.

thrust

was a

at

myself. The

caucus

nomi-

nations of officers have always been held as binding: but .iust let me say if the minority did not
vote against the decision of the caucus that nominated me for Speaker, in my judgement, it was
not the fault of the gentleman from MassachuIf the requisite number could
setts.
have been found to have gone over to the deon the oposite side, that genNazarenes
spised

(Applause.)

man

would have led them as gallantly as he did
Charleston. (Renewed applause

his forces at

and laughter.)
Mr. Butler—Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Blaine—I have the floor. I do not very
often ask it.
Mr. Butler—Let not your conscience accuse
you.
Jir. Dunne—.ur.

imi umun it

opeaMn
the ordinary habit of the Speaker to take part
in the debate. The common eustom has fallen
into disuse. For one, T am very glad it has;
for one, 1 approve of the conclusion that forbids
it. The Speakei could not, with consistent fidelity to his own party, be an impartial administrator, of the rules of the House and a participator in discussion, if the members would take
from him that appearance of impartiality which
is’ ho important to maintain in the rulings ofthe
chair. But at the same time I despise and denounce the insolencelofthe gentleman from Masto say that the
sachusetts. when he
Representative from the 3d District of Maine
has no right to seek that, under the rules,
the resolution be adopted; has no right to ask
judgment of the House upon the resolution.
even the insolence of that gentleman himm

»>.!■>

attempts

Wily,

reached that sublime height before
(applause): and that is the extent of my 1offentook
ding, that 1 wrote the resolution; that
it to various gentlemen on the other side ofthe
House; this is a resolution which you cannot
afford to til Hi buster; it is a resolution demanding a fair, impartial investigation, and under
the rules I desire that this resolution may he
offered and my colleague (Peters) will offer it.
And then the gentleman from Massachusetts
self

never

letter to be laid on the desks of
members, in which he denounced the defeat of his measure as “a legislative trick,"
telegraphs—he knows to how many papers—
the whole United States, for doubtless
and
inuendo
that trick lev through
ed

the

imputing

by
Speaker.

As
made

soon
an

debat.

as

the debate

attack

had

on

opened,

Blaine.

proceeded far,

Butler

Before the
the

speaker

.•ailed another member to the chair, and
took a seat upon the floor.
It was evident then that there was a breeze coming.
\Ve copy below the most
i *11 of the debate—

interesting

por-

1

Mi. liters saM tlie resolution proposing the
4• mnii(tc-< was written by his
:
colleague
it.I friend. Mr. lilaine. The friends of the resolution went about the House and consulted
with otlu-r gentlemen.
Many Republicans
thought the resolution desirable as a compromise and ought to pa», oven if other legislation
was t > eome.
It was not sprung upon the
House, for all the notice was given that
eould be given in the way he just mentioned.
Ii was also shown to the gentleman from Masmehllsetl s.
Duller— What was tlie answer?
Mr l*eter> replied that ho stated the fact:
not being called upon to give an answer.
I..itlci—The answer was, on in* condition
< mild 1 \ ote for it.
Mr. Deters resumed, saying it was stated in
men- tliat it- action was not binding, but it
was understood tliat the bill for the protection
of I• >:* 1 citizens should not Ik- introduced, leaving all ai liberty to do what they thought proper.
There was no trick whatever in the ease; hut
tine on his own responsibility no caucus determination would have restrained him from
lie would however go into the eauthe right,
e11 and iiiinl himself for the organization of the
lie would go into the *•aliens, and if
House,
po'sjhle agree with his friends to a certain extent; but be could not lie force* 1 into voting
against the measure because the gentleman
irom Massachusetts opposed it or gentlemen on
the other side advocated it. lie could not he
driven to vote for free salt or coal because Democrats wanted them.
He believed the resolution salutary, and he congratulated the House
Ilia! it had been passed by a majority ol aliilie
DepubUeans and Democrats who voted.
Mr. D.utler asked w hat tlie gentleman would
have thought of him or ten of his friends, who
having attended the caucus and agreed upon a
nominee, should conn* into the House and
throw the Speakership into tlie hands of Democrats.
.Mr. ivter—l should stippo.-e you had .-om«-

his letters will he found in extensn wherever
he could get it inserted tn this morning's journals—this was a “legislative trick.”
Mr. Butler—And 1 repeat It now.
Mr. Blaine—There are certain repetitions
which do not amount to slander, and the gentleman may repeat everything in that connec-
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omitted the appointment of the gentleman it
would he heralded throughout the length and
bn adtli of the country by cl:.-piers wiio have
-o
industriously distributed thi- letter this
morning, that the Speaker had packed the committee. a< the gentleman said 1 would do, with
weak-kneed Republicans who would not go ini', the inw-tigation vigorously as he would.
Tha1 was tin* reason.
(Laughter.) So the
t'hair laid the responsibility upon the gentleman of declining the appointment.
Mr. Butler-—1 know that was a trick of the
< hair.
Mr. Biaim—Ah! trick,
lam very glad the
tri'-k wa.- successful.
Mr. liullor—Xo doubt.
Mr. Blaine—It is this triek which places the
gentleman from Massachusetts on Ins responsibility before the country.
Mr. Butler—laxaetly.
Mr. Blaim—Now. sir, the gentleman from
Massachusetts talks about a coercion by which
republicans were to be made to vote for the
resolution. I do not know what any one of
them may have to -ay. If there be here to-day
a single geiiHeman who has
given to the gentleman from Massachusetts an intimation that he
felt coerced, that he was in someway restrained
from action, let him get up and now speak or
forever alter hold hi- peace.
Mr. Butler—<>h. yes.
Mr. Blaim*—The gentleman from Massachusetts says in his letter: ‘•Having been appointed against my wishes, expressed both publicly
and privately, by the Speaker as chairman of
the committee to investigate the a Hairs in the
South, ordered to-day by Democratic votes
against the most earnest protest of more than
two-third* of the majority of Republicans in the
I f onset-")
Mr. Butler—Yes, sir.
Mr. Blaine—This statement is so bold and
groundless that I do not know what replv to
make to it.
It is made in the face of the fact
that on the roll-call fifty-eight Republicans voted
for the resolution and forty-nine besides the gonlIonian Irom Massachusetts against it.
I deny
that the gentleman has a rigid to speak for any
member who voted for it unless it may be the
gentleman from Tennessee (Maynard), who voted for it for the purpose probably ol moving a
reconsideration, a very common, a very justifiable and very propereour.se whenever any genI am not criticising
tleman chooses to adopt it.
at all, but if there be any one of the fifty-eight
gentlemen who voted for the resolution under
coercion 1 would litre to have the gentleman
from Massachusetts designate him.
Mr. Butler—1 am not here to de ail private

conversations.
Mr. Blaine—Dli, no; but you will distribute
throughout the entire country unfounded calumnies purporting to rest upon an assertion
made in private conversation, which when • allid for, cannot be verified.
Mr. Butler—Pardon me, sir; L said it was in
•

aliens.

Mr. Blaine—I hope Hod will pardon you, but
you ought not to ask me to do it. (Laughter.)
Mr. Butler—I will Hod and not you.
Mr. Blaine—I am glad the gentleman will.
M r- Butler—1 have no favors to ask of the devil, and let me sav the caucus agreed upon a definite mode of action.

lint

the chairman of that caucus, sitby right, a chevalier in legislation, sans
juiur et sans mprochr. The gentleman from
Michigan (Blair) stated as a man of honor, as
he is bound to sav officially from the chair, that
it was not considered and could not he considered binding upon the gentleman. More than
that the talk about tricks—why the very infamy
and
ting

now

on

political trickery

compassed designs
so foolish and wicked
bring together a caucus and attempt to pledge them to support measures which might violate not only their political
principles, but the religious faith of men to the
support of the bill drawn by the gentleman from
Massachusetts (Butler,) which might violate the
conscientious scruples of men. And yet, forof

never
as to

in here and declares what ever
a caucus may determine upon, however heartily, you must support it, however wrongfully.
Why, even in the worst days of Democracy,
when the gentleman himself was in the front
rank, in the lirst wing of it, it never was attempted to say a majority of the party caucus
could bind men upon measures, involved the
question of constitutional law, personal honor
und religious scruples. The gentleman asked
what would have been done. lie asked my colleague (Peters) what would have been done in
the case of members of the party voting against
the caucus nominees for Speaker. T understand
sooth, be

comes

I trust

never

again.

to be

Mr. Blaine—Will the gentleman state the
rule?
Mr. Butler—Yes; ruling that while a bill was
being read that anybody might interrupt that
reading by a motion to suspend the rules.
Mr. Blaine—The gentleman certainly does
not want a serious answer.
The very principle of suspending the rules allows it to In* done
when no gentleman is occupying the floor.
Mr. Butler—The gentleman by the name of
“The Clerk.” after the bill was reported by the
Committee of this House, was occupying the
floor by reading the bill at that time, and the

best kind of occupancy of the floor, too, for the
a right to hear what flu* bill was beI do not care
was taken from the floor.
whether I am right or wrong upon rulings. I
admit my ignorance of
law, and I
thank God I know no more about it than I do.
Because T see how it affects men’s minds who
have made it a study. (Laughter.) But I do
think that if the Speaker had been half as
anxious for the passage of this hill to protect
the people of the South as lie was for some land
grant measures passed from the Speaker’s tabie
at the last session, it would have become a
law long ore thi>.

House had

fore he

parliiiientary

Mr. Blaine—Will the gentleman specify
what?
Mr. Butler—Oh. pretty much all of them.
Mr. Blaine—I do not think it worth while
to say anything more than that, it i*- simply and
only gratuitous calumny.
Nominations by

following

tin:

nominations have

The
been made by the

Governor.

Governor:
STATE

W. T. Sleeper, Sherman, Agent to disburse
the Madawaska School fund.
Warren Johnson, Topshnm, Supt. Common
Schools.
John W.
Berry, Washington, Solemnize

Marriages.

Mitchel,-Fish Warden without pay.
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Portland: Edwin R.
French, Chestervillc, Samuel (Jarnsey,
Bangor, Commissioners to devise plan for
Industrial School for Girls.
Nathan A. Farwell, Rockland, Joshua L.
Chamberlain, Brunswick, Joshua Nye.
Watcrville, Nelson Dingley, Jr., Lewiston,

J. B.

so long as no
[Lewiston Journal.

place

ashes.
Enos T. Luce, Lewiston, Judge of
Court, Lewiston.
Hancock.
Sullivan Green, Deer Isle,
Kennebec.
Wm. P. Whitehouse, Augusta,
Ded. Jus.
John Mower. Vassalhoro*,
Ded. Jus.
David B. Fuller, Albion,
J. 1*. <^.
Knox.
Harruon Beverage, No. Haven,
J. P. O.
W. II. Mesorvey, Appleton,
J. I’. Q.
Asa C. Fuller, Thomaston,
Not. Pub.
Penobscot.
J. II. Whitten, Etna,
J. P. Q.
Ctias. J. House, Lee,
Trial Jus.
Oliver II. Ingalls, Bangor,
S. P. Q.
Gustavus G. Cushman, Bangor,
Not. Pub.

Piscataquis.

Isaac Hutchins, Jr., Wellington,

Trial Jus.

Somerset.
Jos. F. Nye, Fairfield,
Wm. II. Fuller, Skowhegan,

Elbridge

Pratt, Fairfield,
Calvin H. Jones, Athens,
G.

Coroner.
Ded. Jus.
Trial Ju«.

Waldo.
Albert F. Watson, Unity,
Wm. II. Simpson, Belfast,
(ieo. Barlow, Freedom,

Benj. C. Nichols, 2d, Searsport,

j, p. q.

j* p* o*
J. p. <>.
J. p. <j.

Washington
Frank Clement, Jackson Brook Plantation,
Trial Jus.
John C. Talbot, East Machias, Commissioner
of Wrecks at Machias Bay and Harbor.
asserted that many San Domingo bonds
purchased by New York speculators at ten cents
on the dollar are now held there to present lor
payment after annexation to the United States,
and the country assumes San Domingo debts.
It is

“I’ll rap you on your,little head,” is a popular western parody on a much-sung song.

successor

We call the attention

of

is

at the

pickings
briskly rotated.

and

stealings, ought

mand

—New Hampshire

j

telegraphed

Republican,

parly

Chapman,

New

Hampshire.

to

us

on

lias become

disgusted

j

trains are soon to he

put
Central Railroad, leaving

morning. They will be furnished
splendid Pullman sleeping cars.

ed States

flag,

registers

in San

at

are

in the

course

of

a

little doubt that soon there will he no one
to question our right to the name. Sup-

upon
Ban-

with

I In ill wa

a

industry may be
they may

and where

this

as

for
and

It is

needing help.

a

decided innovation upon the old plan "I
giving one, three or six months to learn a
trade, and will, we think, in lime find
favor both with employers, and those*

|

seeking employment.
The Twelve Temptations.

play

—It

multitude

best available

was a

Mr. Blaine,

spoke

mankind.

avenue

nouncing

as

upon the

Perhaps

degeneracy

At last the devil tempts
him with promises of wealth and po’a4jr
superior to those of his foster brother,
and In;

The compact is a demon
For
twelve stripes.

yields.

collar containing

every wish he makes one of these stripes
disappears, and five, years of his life arc
taken. When all are gone he becomes
the property of his Satanic Majesty. Tin*
wishes all relate to his personal aggran-

dizement, and the scenes are cast in “1 lemon Hunting Grounds,” “Dens of Illusion,” “Royal (’ourls,” and “The Kingdoms of Despair. Even to eyes accus-

Christians, while dePilate.

undoubtedly right, but
the pressure upon our columns is so great tomed to the
glitter and
that we are compelled to omit Ids letter,
parade, some of the scenes
together with much that we ourselt have the beautiful groves, the
—“Logan”

is

written.

—“Let

pling down
ganh*ns and

is gone tip, but you

•Santo

can

have the

tire

stage

wonderful;

real water

rip-

olf the rocks, the wondrous

Domingo Correa pondrii cc of I In N. Y.Sun.

Thu rage of Wade is fearful to behold,
lie lias turned himself into a volcano of
profanity. He asserts that (Irant has sent
him down here with a pack of damned
fools, who, now that their work is done,
want to sport around the West India Islands, and scoop up all the snakes and
He swears and sweats, and
lizards.
sweats and swears, in tlio hot sun until
one could almost imagine that his great
soul was just ready to jump out of his
body. The fact is, Ben. wants to go
His work is done; and he don’t
home.
He obwant to loaf around any longer.
jects to being the figure-head of a gang of
yvIki
are
incessantly talkcrazy lmggists,
ing about scarabs;i, umbelliferous and

gay

and various grotesque divcrtiscmenls, the
plot is carried on until tin* last wish is

made, and the young man's soul forever

Old Ben.’s Troubles.

j

show of

processions most attractive.
With enchanting songs, with demon can-cans, with liendish
laughs, sudden
changes, visions bright and baleful,
pieces.

have peace,” exclaims the
Kennebec Journal, in lame ting over radical divisions,
it is too late, the concern
us

ol

of your readers
in the plot ot the

some

and ambition.

to the

Congress as
despised Nazarenes." He complias

was

would be interested

of the Democrats in

Butler

the assembled

commentary

a

play. A poor but handsome peasant boy
ts
brought up as the foster brother of a
wealthy and powerful lord. As he grows
older his heart is tilled with envy, jealousy

very happy illustration when
in the Butler controversy,

them

what

lost.
Various Items.
Bret IIarte has made

engagement,

an

to

write,

exclusively lor James R. Osgood A
publications. s:j.'»,oon is the improbable price rumored as payment for
the. products of his brain for one year.
The “Silent Rirtner” appeared on Satunlay. It is a stoiy of factory life.
Go’s

1

Dresses made from
white

stripes

ladies.

pretty

Their

are.

pretty black and
the spring fashion for

head-gear

is found in the

and attractive little

gipsy

bonnet.

Amateur Theatricals and concerts
tinue to he

given

residences in
French Fair.

at

hotels

aid of the

con-

and

private
approaching
Reroie.

Our readers, we feel sure, will be plcaslashing which lien. Butler re-

with the

ceived

the hands of Mr.

usual.

The city Solicitor reports that no suit in
which (he city has any interest in now pending.
The Sexton reports that I lie whole number
of burials in the < ’em b ry for the p ist year has
been (52. The condition of the (’cnietery demands
No neglect or wu-te should be
your attention.

short time to furnish skiII-

a

lul hands to those

Cure.”

—The

Journal.

Hoards then udj.

to

Monday

fust

in

j

I’lie Bellast Journal, which wa- about the
handsonn -t pa pi r in Maim- helore comes, to us
this week with a new h> iJ an ! enlarged and
improved. | Bortlae I \dvcrti-er.

Bal Masque in Waldoboro’.
\Vau>oiiou<

last
Hal

tolerated.

to
1

say

M.

...

a

say our
Railroad is
the

won

withstanding

s

at

account of which wo

Schr. Ilarry White, Hopkins at Philadelphia
St. Johns, Pit. reports 2sth nit, lat. is '2D,
Ion. (17 40, John Braislin, of Winterport, Me.
fell overboard and was drowned.

from

roads,

large

a

condition ot tie-

bad

number of

were

made a very brilliant appearan
Persons who had witnessed similar tna-

qunrades
nounee

in

this
in

superior

*

>

beartial would
not -o vv a .- ,l,

|

I'iM. vm.I- l>. I'h Bellast Journal ha-enlarged
its bonier- without inetv i-.* of price, and i- ottering extra premiums tor new subscribers,
fin! Journal i- al> ml the smartest party sheet
that vv know ..f any where, i>d is in cverv t
amden II laid
-peel .1 good newspaper.

a

praise. We would
praise t<< the members

Bro. Simp-on lias .t, illy enlarged m l improved the Bepubli. hi Journal. We are happv
-ee thi- ev id. ii
of | i*o—pe|- t\ in the Journal.

to
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Hampshire Election.

Concokd, N. II., March 20.
“Monitor” gives returns for repre-

The
sentatives from all towns in the State, and
classify them, Republicans, Hit; Democrats and Labor Reform, ltid.
There are
doubts about two or three men who are
claimed by both parties, but we place

them as returned.
The Patriot
to-day says, the House will
stand 1U8 Democrats, and 1G2 Radicals,
the Labor Reformers
being classed as
Democrats. Where there has been any
doubt in our minds in regard to the polities
of any one in dispute, wo have communicated with our friends in towns represented by such member, and we make our
classifications upon most positive assurances as to the political status of each.
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Prince Amour.
One of Uncle Sun/s Boys,
Sailor.
i>ld Style Cent.
Algerine Pirate Captain.
( itizeu’s Dress.
Cousin Jo. Union,
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Frincess.
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Domino.
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Fancy Costume,
Fomona.Hoddesi d Fruit,
Lmnress Kugeni i.
Spring.
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Walter E. Clark,
II. Kopperholdt, Jr.,
Geo. B. Stover,
Cant. B. 1$. • Werlock,
Allen \V. Aehorn,
M. It. Aehorn,

Samuel S.

Woman in White.
Italian l'easant (iirl,
Womau in White.
Snow Storm
Court Lady.
Kmuucipat ion.
Domino.
Kv oiling.
< 'inderilla.
(i ipsey Lpteen.
Hall Dress.
Lady In Hlack.
Lady in Hlack
Court Lady.
Indian (iirl.
.Lady with <il<>\ ! Hand.
Ludy in Hlack
Hall Dress
Hall Dress.
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City Treasurer; Lewis W. Pendleton, City
Physician; N. Abbott, City Solicitor; John Poor
City Sexton; Charles K. Thombs, Chief Engineer; Adelphus B. Mathews, City Marshal;
Frank B. Frederick, Harbor Master; C. P.
Carter, Highway Surveyor, City District; Harrison Mahoney, No. 1; S. T. Edgeeomb, No. 2:
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equal in every respect,
some to any they have
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precisely,

raders entered the hall at s.:;o
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’.-in, therefore, that expectation
realized if the Railroad is allowed to remain in
its present condition? It has been calculated
also, for nearly two years past, that the city
stock through the lease of the Railroad, would
surely furnish income t>> the 'Treasury, which
would lake care of the larger part of the Railroad debt interest; but the Maine (’entral Railroad Do., in repudiation of their own contract,
ami in violation of law and of right as we believe, have refused to place the Road under the
operation of the lease, or to abide by the decision of the Referees mutually chosen. Can
this expectation of income from stock be
realized under the present condition of a flair*?
It seem--, then, that we have little as yet,
either through increase of bu'iues., or income
Irom stock, to place at the credit of the. Rail
road on it- account with the city. Can the city
do anything to improve the account? I do not
see that she can.
'The Directors have the entile control of tli-' Railroad, and the city has
merely the power of a stockholder, to he exercised only in approval or disapproval of their
action, when the same shall be brought before
the stockholders.
And now it rests with the
Directors to determine what shall lie done to
secure those ends |dr which the Road was built.
A contract Ibr a lease was made nearly two
years ago with the Maine Central Railroad < ’o
duly sanctioned by the stockholders of either
Read—which contract., by its inducement of a
larger rental and low rates of carriage, caused
our Road to be dell-- ted from the line
upon
which il was started, and to strike the Maine
Central Road at Burnham. 'The Directors of
our
Railroad have been instructed by their
counsel that it is a good and valid contract, and
can be enforced.
Whether it shall he or not, is
tor them to determine. Another
plan, which
is looked upon
favorably, and has the good
wishes of our citizens—is to abandon the lease—
•
xcept as to damages—and pm-di the Road on ;
towards Moosehcad Laki—thus connecting our
eity directly with the many thriving towns in
that region. But, still, it is for the Directors to
determine what course shall be adopted. And
yet our citizens generally must not evade their
responsibility in tins matter. In order to act
understandingly and wisely the Directors must
know upon what pecuniary aid they can rely.
The city can do nothing—the citizens each and
every one of them, must come forward, ready to
assist. Whatever dilleretices or divisions may
have existed in the past—there must now he
unity of action. The welfare of the city must
alone ho considered. Our motto should bi—
‘•The city expects every man will do his
duty.”
Finally, gentlemen, for myself in the .fiscliarge of the duties of mayor, I ask ami shall
expect to have your aid and' advice.
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Speaker Blaine,
publish. It was
well deserved, and handsomely laid on.
Both republicans and democrats in the
House wore delighted to see it, and decent
\f
men of both parties everywhere will read
Belfast, March 20lh, 1871.
of it with gratification. Crafty, cowardThe Convention thcu dissolved and the two
ly, ferocious where ferocity is safe, and boards separated.
The Common Council completed its organizaimpudent and insolent as the devil him- tion by choice of Charles Baker, Ward 2, as
self, Butler needs a periodical thrashing President; John W. llaraden, as Clerk.
IN CONVENTION.
to keep him somewhere near the bounds
A Convention was then formed for choosing
of decency. It was. to be sure, a person- the
customary City Otiioers. Mayor Marshall,
al issue, but in pursuing his quarrel the presiding.
John II. Quimhy was elected City Clerk, and
Speaker lias certainly “done the State duly sworn by the Mayor. Daniel llaraden,
an

weather,

commanding

**

than any
than realized,

tin* unfavorable state of tie

interest—i- the chief I Mrs. John Richards,
I
Jus, O. Stover,
| -tockholder. sii. ho! Is unin shares ot stock—
the par value of which is $OOl.POi>.
G. W. Caldwell.
But this \
Alden Jackson,
sum—great as it is—does not express the entire
1 cost, to the
Moses Burkett,
Tin:
Railroad
has
cost
city.
really
K. A. Oakes,
her $74'I.<)0o. That is the amount she cun
11. N. Winsh w,
charge on the debt side of her ae •ouut with the
J.M. Winslow,
Railroad. It includes discount on bon is and
J. 1). Johnson,
I
payment of interest as follows :
.1.11. Stanwoud,
;
Issue of Bonds in
1>. II. Pulsifer,
1st is.
bU'.kOOO.
B. C.Mayo.
ls70,
lin.-jun.
B. B. Overlook,
I
Interest eoupons paid »‘»U-70,
Id,770.
1. (i. Engley,
j
l).
W. Oemuth,
j
Deficiency on Loan aect. sale of
W. J. Winchenbuck
Bonds estimated).
U.oOi).
S. C. Oliver,
I,. R. Frost,
!
S. L>. Basil,
'Total,
$74d,U05. j
John White,
And what amount shall b. placed at the
credit of the Railroad? When the Road was Miss Celeste Clark.
Klsie Gracia,
started, the idea, and hope, was to increase our
*•
Ida Coiuery,
business and trade by connecting our city with
Mary E. French,
the .Moosehcad Lake region. 'That increase of
Susie Seward,
business would add to our population and enElla Fish,
hance the value of property. But, the Road
Eudora E. Gay,
V. F. Gover,
does not a< yet directly reach that region, and.
K. Jackson,
Mary
under the present management of the Maine
•*
Emma F. K *ith,
<’entral Railroad, cannot do so by using that !
Susie E. Groton,
Road. <
be
owns

more

for in all respects it was the most brilliant
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ball ever witnessed in this place.
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more
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evening, the
Masque, ami

would

T have seen n<> 1 *.»li.
reports. The entlmoment of law and ord- r L absolutely essential
i«. the welfare ol Hie ci y.
Without il. -on* city
however beautiful or attractive otherwise, c.unI not be a itesirable pla a* of residence. To that
end the Police lbree should be well organized,
and made up of good men. A go .1 Policeman
must have self-control. To control others, he
must control himself.
There are various suggestions I might make
it the condition of the City 'Treasury would al1
low.
recognize, however, the” fact that
I economy is an imperative necessity. Other! wise I might suggest certain expenditures to
increase the attractiveness of our city generally
as a place of residenet—as a home.

Before

d he Belfast Journal
1 y the -'/.<• <■' t h<

Correspondence* of the Jotirtul.

Union Hall presented

vs

I jia\e heard, however, no
tention and care.
complaint that they li.po be.-n neglected, or
that the Pauper fund Iris not been well applied.
The City Physician re >orts ih* ir condition of
health to have been good. I le also represents
the sanitary condition ol the city as satisfactory

sullieicnt remuneration f«u their

to be able in

advertising

orders, araehuidie, copropliapose
scamp should assume the name leguminous
gi, anthropomorphic, the phytelephasmaof the editor of the Age, and take to all
erocarpo, lacertini, thorictes, and other
manner of lying, cheating, meanness and
“damned nonsense,” as Ben. calls it.
The
other day one of the buggists came
roguery,—would our neighbor therefore on board witti
a fat spider
strung to a
call himsell by some other name, and exstick.
pect, like Shakspere’s rose, to smell as
“What in the name of heaven is that ?”
sweet ? The formation of the present re- asked Ben, as the kicking spider was
him.
publican party made queer Avork with passing Mr.
Wade,” said the happy
“That,
The
in
cases.
newspaper names,
many
buggist, holding up the spider, “is a
Oxford Democrat is a Republican paper. beautiful specimen ol the tarantulated
One of our most valued Democratic ex- lycosa tarantula;. It’s the finest specimen I ever saw.”
changes is the Republican Farmer, of
The Old War Horse gazed at it a moThe
St.
is
Louis Republican
Bridgeport.
ment, and then growled out. “The hell
a Democratic
paper, and the St. Louis it is. Take it iiYvay.
Soon afterward another Imggist came
Democrat is a Republican paper.
on hoard with a three-tailed fish, and told
Martha’s Vineyard has had an extreme- Ben. that it was the most complete specily severe winter thus far. The quantity men of the homoeersal and heterocersal
of snow has been unequalled for
many platessa Ileuses that he ever found. A
years on the island and tho cold intense. more disgusted man than Mr. Wade was
The Vineyard Sound has been full of Yvhen he received this information has
iloating ice, impeding navigation serious- rarely been seen. I am told that Ben.
ly. The harbor of Vineyard Haven, tor- has said that tie expects next to meet
merly Holmes ’Hole, has been completely buggist with a six-toed negro, or a Curib
closed for days at a lime and mail com- with a double row of ears all round his
munication cut off from tho main land.
head, strung to a pole.
some

want

learning. In
way they hope to lit every applicant
work to which she is host adapted,
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existence which claims its exclusive use.
And from the signs of the times, avo have
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mire which flows from the radical sewer

radical

Prog. Ago,
complimentary notice

now

The capacious and elegant Boston
Domingo, with the ex- Theatre has seated
many large and adpectation that they will be annexed with
miring audiences during the last four
the country.
Don't bu too sanguine about
| weeks, to look upon and listen to this
it, gentlemen.
much talked about play; but perhaps no
—Windsor is still satisfied with wallowing in
more enthusiastic assemblage lias wittile mire, having on Monday last re-elected the
democratic board of officers. [Kennebec Jour- nessed its performance than that which
nal
collected at its last representation on .SatThey probably adopt it as the choice
One couldn’t help thinking
between that and something worse than urday night.
that if it was wicked to witness such a

much,

The

taught

time and labor whilst

—It is reported that ship-owners who
get their tonnage under the Unit-

them.
Name?

in which all branches of

want to

Congressmen
elected. They have received certificates,
and left for Washington, where a splendid reception from the Demneraey awaits

a

organization, they

and
the
of certain

I have "een no reports in reference to the
I presume they are in
streets and highways.
average condition. That there i- a great deal
of money and labor waited under the present
system of taking euro of them seems obvh.u-.
Whether any better system can he. or should
he devised, is lor you to deb rinine.

charter and SoOOO to slarl them on the
road to prosperity. These little consider-

with

gor at about half past seven in the evening, and arriving in Boston early nexl

in New Hampshire shows that there isn"
choice of Coventor by the people. Such
is the character o( the Legislature that

What’s in

Fogler.

school committee as to consolidation
districts, and improvement o schoolhou-.es,
should receive your alb ntioiu The Legislature
last winter enacted a law giving towns the
right of Heeling a school supervisor instead of
I do no know that swell
a school committee.
a change is desirable in our eTv. or that it can
lie legally made this year.
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can
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they ought to K—the chief interest
pride of the city. The suggestions of

the Board of Aldermen, and only awaits
a like favorable action from the Gommon
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first of next
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see

council has recommended the passage of
an order making the ferries free after the

the party after getting to Washington.

petition with foreign

Congress either can’t
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Fun-: I »itw it mkn
Democrats of that town were tiring guns
ation's they have modestly requested of
The Fire Department i< in its usual state of
and ringing hells in honor of New HampIt
is a matter of pride to our city
on
Beacon
Hill, delieiency.
the assembled legislators
that this Hepartment—of such vital interest—D
shire. Good.
Our radical brethren are
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leave it Maine followed New Hampshire
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II appears from the report of the eity
Treasurer—to which we invite your careful attention—that the indebtedness of the city—in
Tie form ot lixed indebtedness upon which
interest must he paid—is $7.‘M. 497.49; of which
amount the sum of $707,497,49 is Railroad indebtedness, chargeable solely to Railroad account. The Interest upon the Railroad debt
which will fall due the present year and must
he met by taxation is $1:5,477,90.
The figures are as follow *':
01 L000.
Ain't of Ronds sold

What They ^3y of Us.
Warren H. Paul, No. 3; Beni. Miller, No. 1
flarrison Hay ford, No. 5; F. W. Shepherd, N->.
!)!•
Our
•!!}ron of the press have been
}; Samuel J. Gurney, No.7; Ilazen J. M< K
No. 8; Isaac Whitaker, No. 1); Win. Davi-. N...
in their notices ol the im■orv gi ’:' i'o
10; John C. Ames, No. 11; Frank P. Fane
1 flu Journal. KnowNo. 12; Arthur G. Lanpher, No. 13.
\ n*ov"<| 11j*1 11' 111*•
:>.
Oakes Angier, Geo. W
Assessors.
i-* will be interested in
that
our 11 .'l
ug
Noah M. Mathews.
> well
Fire Engineers. Daniel Faunce; II. N. ! t he opinion of tin
•pialilied b*
Lancaster, N. M. Mathew-, S. G. Bicknd!.
ol tic
merit- of a newspaper a*»
udgc
ford.
Axel Hay
F. W. Pendleton, I>.
ire thos:* whose business it is to make paBoard ok Health.
Faunce, L. R. Palmer, ( has. Moore, Win. < >. >er-', we subjoin the noth
that have been
Poor.
Measurers or Corn, Grain and s-.i.t.
from our exchanges, all. with a
dipped
Edmund Benner, W.F. Bickford. J. B. Walton,
iinglo exception, within the State, This
Augustus Clarke.
D.
Measurers of Wood and Bark.
s done at tin* expense n|* some violence to
Faunce, D. Hamden, Richard o. Gurney, W.
we shall f*’\
>ur native modesty, which
E. Mitchell, Win. Cunningham, D. Patter-!e
Albert Gammons, G. B. Ferguson.
the readers of the
0 endure, and hope
Surveyors ok Lumber. H. N. 1‘almer.
1 irnal will pardon. Somoofourradir.il
C. Patterson, H. If. Carter. M. K. Cooper. J.G
Ilall, S. II. Mathews, M. W. Ferguson, A.
riends, it will be noticed, insert with
Gammans, S. Otis, Robert Patterson, D. Patletheir compliment^ ome disparagement ot
shall, Thomas Condon.
John
Ci llers ok Hoops and Staves.
nil- politic- --but that is tin* acidity which
Poor, Geo. L. Hatch, Geo. A.. Beckett.
villi the sugar of compliment,makes more
Fence Viewers. W. Cunningham. D. 1.
Pitcher, Howard Murphy, F. K. Maddoek-. >alata!de the lemon •» le treat which is otEdwin Brier, Samuel Sho'rey.
Pound Keepers, b. F. Field, Wm. B *
ered.
John Young, F. P. Brown.
Tie* Ilolfa-t lb-publican Journal makes its up
Sexton ok Ward 4.
F. A. Beckwuh.
,u an enlarged form, with new typ«
,i im
The election of Policemen and sup. School
iii,I •: m*w heading to inateh. The mechanical
Committee was postponed to Medina in A pi n
.t lie- paper is greatly improved.
ipi.ou an.
and Convention adjourned.
iitlicult, even with the aeknowMil ii will Im
IN CITY eorwit..
edged talents ol it- v i- (tile and accomplished
alitor io add to the value and interest of itTin* Mayor appointed—
Journal ha- always ranked
•onteiifTie
n l
Allen i>. French, Scaler of Weights
Measures; Daniel Faunee, Sealer of Coal foremost among the able ami hilluential organs
of
its
a.a newspaper for the
and
family
of
Cemparty,
Measures: John Poor, Superintendent
and genera:
adi i' ha- had no superior in the
etery ; 11. 11. Forbes, inspector of Leather:
< .aiaratulato* our
We
State.
Brother
.Simpson
D. Faunee, Win. F. Bean, William Pitcher,
upon thi- indication that hi- labors have been so
Oscar W. Pitcher, Win. B. Swan, culler A.
bv Un- public, and hope they
Sibley, It. (». Lewis, 11. o. Russell, and 11. P. well appreciated
will continue to receive -till more substantial
Thompson, Weighers of Coal.
evidence of approval in an increased and inFees for weighing Coal, wa* fixed at Scents
list of prompt paying subscriber.-.
creasing
per gross ton, and above appointments appi*»vI Maine Fanner.
ed by the Aldermen.
Die licpubliean Journal, of Belfast, comes to
Reports of City, Tr**;Nuvr, city Solicitor,!
City Physicians, and School Committee, w* :*• us this w ek in a new garb and enlarged form, so
read and referred.
much improv d in outside appearance that we
Charles Palmer, was appointed as Auctioneer, j could >.-ur«-c|y recognize it.
ft is now the best
and approved.
il has always hc* n the most vigorlooking.
Orders; For Ringing City Bell; Authorizing j on-, in
!iipromismg. and ahlv conducted
School Agents to employ Teachers; Establish- DemiM'iai
journal in the "I’m* Tree" State.
ing Pounds; Defending" Limits of Road Dis- We mgrat tilate Bro. Simpson on his prosperitricts; For Committee on City Printing. ty, and are glad to know that he is winning
Adopting Rules and Orders; Submit Appro- riches and honor—hut w. do protest against his
of heading.
We. want to see the same
priations in May; Establishing Regular Meet- change
ings; Making the Mayor a Committee to assist “t Md Fngli-h” letters on the front of the Jour
Treasurer on making Loans ami sale of Bonds; nal that were placed there nearly a half century
For Reporting Roll of Accounts No. 1 on May ; ago and have remained intact to this day, aWere all read and passed.
lirm and unsullied as the principles it advocates.
The Mayor, Aldermen ami City Cicrk were j We ask Bro. Simpson to overcome his pride in
made Overseers of Poor, the Clerk to I* < ’hair- ; this.innovation, and jiv-tore the old head to the
man of the Board.
Journal, and we dotiht not nine-tenth- of hi*
The Mayor and Alderman Brooks wa re j readers will join us in lie- rosiest. [Hudson
chosen Committee of city Agency, to >u:>*t- \. V. Daily B-gister.
intend its affairs, purchases, Ac.
Our sp|i-y and able Democrat if eotemporar)
In Municipal Board.
A communication \\ a
Beifa-t Journal, appears this week in a
presented from the Directors of the Railroad, | the
hand-oiue
u< o h> a ling ainI in an enlarged form.
submitting the propositions made by the We
congratulate the editor upon the nice
Maine Central R. R. Co., which \v i*. r* fern*.I !
1
of
hiLewiston
new-paporial dre-s.
style
to the Mayor and Aldermen Houston and

facts:
The
great revolving centre of following
April.
Sc IK mils.
Others being of the same
civilization.
The Public. Schools of the it\ are in better
Inline of mind, they are likely to get what condition than usual, 'flier has been imand advancement,
provement.
they want. A joint committee* of the city much yet remains 1 lie don generally—but
to make them

deserving member of the party deto be prime minister of King Al-

other

been taxed three times over.

and

advice.

08,497,to.
(Fstimated)
Interest on do
4,702,90.
Total debt
$707,497,40.
Total Interest
$4:5,477,90.
For city purposes proper, and payment of
interest oil War Loan, there will he required
the sum of £*21.000 as follows
For Contingent Fund
7000,00.
4,800,00.
High wav
Music Hall.
2,200,00.
Pauper
Free Ferries,
School
(5,000.00.
4i
Fire Dep't
1,000,00.
from East Boston to the city proper, now !
Total
$21,000.00.
agitate the public mind. The inhabitThis is the financial eouditien of the city.
ants of Noddle’s Island can’t see why they
We must accept the situation as we find it.
shouldn’t have a tree road to ride on Our responsibility, however, dales only from
when they come to pay their just p,#opor- the present hour.
From the various reports t iaf have been
lion of taxes as well as other outlying made to the late City (iowrninmt I gather the

portions

If Mr. Shaw can’t get in

—“In that vessel are materials that have

the way of it,

;

to be

nine years all the money a man ought to
have, he never can. Why don't some

ship builder of this
newly launched hark

as

or

The subject, which is of chief importance and ;
first demands your attention, is the Finance-.
\

ered

radical

and brothers to this state of things.
So good a place as that, with the run of
all the hung holes, and unlimited chances

a

than half

you information

tlie

appointed.

our

treasury just now is to get converted to
the San Domingo scheme. That is what
happened to Mr. Michael of the Philadelphia North American, and now lie is Solic-

more

persons participating is larger and
better. The route of the procession cov-

men

political hacks,
usefulness is past.

cost but little

efi'ectivcness of decorations, and number

*•

and discarded when their

a

a

of

—Mr. Eaton Stnnv, tlie state liquor agent,
who has tilled that position nine years, holds his

sight. New Hampshire has been completely restored by the same treatment.

to

The law—as well as custom—requires of me
statement of the condition of our city affairs—
witli such suggestions as J shall choose to
make; otherwise. ! should hardly presume—
inexperienced as 1 am in city matters to give !

And every year the array of banners, disof flowers, magnificence of uniform,

play

•*

gy can sec that, when they engage in politics, they arc to he treated like all other

city, pointing

paving

••

The cler-

enlargement of this paper, suggests
that while making changes, the name
ought to have been changed. We have
Muidcipa to say, in reply, that having borne the
title of Republican Journal for almost
half a century, this paper lias a hotter
J. P. Q.
title to it than the party of fifteen years

'J rustees Orphans Asylum Bath.
Jos. T. Woodward. Sidney, State Librarian.
Sam’l 'Goddard, Hallowed, Insp. Pot and Pearl

most

The
"Augusta Vacuum
vacuum is in the State treasury, and it
cures the worst cases of radicalism at

Said

the

nearly all of the principal streets in
city,and many hours were consumed in
traversing it; nevertheless the ranks were
full and the marching firm up to the very
last, and everywhere crowds gathered,
rushed and jostled in their endeavors to
catch a glimpse of the nodding green
sat down. At the conclusion of the dinplumes, the bright, attractive badges, the
ner, toasts were otl'ered and responses
trappings, the starry flags,
made by Rev. Father Herbert, Charles P. gay gilded
the harp and shamrock ot Erin, resting in
Roberts, Esq., Hon. S. II. Blake, Dr.
gold on a field of green ; and to hear it
Hamlin, Gen. Charles W. Roberts, Marcould, even but the faintest strains of
they
cellus Emery, Esq., Rev. Father Clement,
the inspiring music. The day closed with
1). F. Kelleher, .1. S. Rowe, and others.
and festivities in various parts
In the evening an address was delivered banquets
of the city, and a concert by the children
in the Catholic Church, on the life and
of the Home of the Angel (tuardian at
character of St. Patrick.

people are nauseated by the teachings of political preachers, coolly turn

Taxation.

around

ment for 1ST 1, met at their rooms for organization on Monday March 20,1S71, at 10 o'clock,
A. M.
The two hoards met in convention, Abe City
Clerk presiding. The certificate of Election of
the members was read, and the oath of office
administered by Win. If. McLellan, Esq.
A committee of two, Alderman Fogler, and
Councilman Mitchell, were appointed by the
chair, to wait upon the Mayor elect, and inform
him of the Convention, who attended to the
duty assigned and introduced to the Convention
<
William
Hox.
Marshall, Mayor
Elect, who was diilv sworn by Win. II. Mc-

gratifying and creditable manner.
lowering and rainy weather, perienced here for some years. All the Lellan, Esq.
the procession would have been one of the believers in, and admirers of the good
Prayer was then offered by Itcv, L>r. Palfrey,
after which the Mayor read his
most imposing ever seen in Bangor. The and saintly bishop, who was gracious
ADDRESS.
procession, which formed in the morning enough to draw his first breath on this
Gentlemen of tiif. City CorxciL.
and marched to the Cathedral, was very blessed day many decades ago, wore out
Our fellow citizens have imposed upon us the
affairs of the city
large, and was accompanied by two in full force, and the “wearing of the care and management ofWe.the.have
for the ensuing year.
accepted that
bands. The stores and residences of Irish
was
almost
universal.
There
are
have sworn to
taken
and
the
bath
trust,
.just
green”
by
its duties faithfully to the best of our
citizens on the route were beautifully decperform
always concerts, dinners and reunions to ability. I doubt not you will fulfill that
orated.
celebrate this day, but the grand proces- promise, and that the obligations voti have assumed will be met promptly, and discharged
After Mass at the Cathedral, the pro- sion
is, after all, its distinguishing feature. honestly and conscientiously.
a

containing thirty-two beautiful
representing the counties of
Ireland. Two of these ladies, splendid
representatives of the Irish type of beautyMiss McCann and Miss O’Connell, were
dressed to represent the Goddess of Liberty and Maid ot Erin, and occupied the
highest seats.
At City Ilall a splendid banquet was
spread, to which the Society and guests

that the

their hacks on their late allies.

disagreeable,

stones,—yet it was pronounced the pleasantest 17th of March that has been ex-

seats,

__

very

and

young ladies,

which the paper is sent.^ft#

in
of

heavens, and Boston mud, which is the
worst possibility of mud, oozed up, sticky

cession re-formed, with the addition of a
chariot having three rows of elevated

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date
on the colored slips attached to the
paper. It is the
only form of receipt now used. For instance, 15
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to forward the sums due.
Atf-In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE

leaving the chair to enough?
Put what
inconsistency we now witgreat public policy, ness. Whenstrange
Andrew Johnson assumed to
revenue reform, reconstruction or a measure
a policy, and used his power and patronhave
of national importance, but solely to mingle in
age to enforce that policy, to reward those who
1 will state what I said
a personal quarrel.
favored it and punish those who opposed it, the
when lie came to my seat yesterday and showed
Congress and the republican people
republican
me the resolution, and asked me to go for it,
rose in indignation.
deivlict design.
They denied his right to
and said that I should be the Chairman of the
have
a
Mr. Butler—We agree fully.
policy
apart from Congress, and they
(Laughter.)
Committee under it. I said—“I will be d-d
to impeach him. What do we see
Mr. Blaine. Mr. Speaker (Mr. Wheeler of if I will.”
“1 will have undertook
(Great laughter.)
now? President Grant has got a policy.
For
New York in the chair.* I desire to ask the
nothing to do with it.” lam sorry to use a
Irom
Massachusetts
(liutler' word here ami apologize for it, but when ask- reasons which are perhaps not all apparent, he
gentleman
has
determined
the
of
San
Dowhether he denies to me the right to hav<
upon
acquisition
ed to betray my associates with whom I acted
ami he demands that Senator Sumner
drawn this resolution.
in the caucus it seemed a very good one to meet mingo,be
shall
removed out of his way. Where are
Mr. Butler—I have made no assertion on that
the exigency. (Laughter.) That was my annow those tierce tirades which were wont to assuli'm•rt one. way or the other.
swer, and when he read the clause containing
sail Johnson?
A majority of the republican
Mr. lilaine—hid not the gentleman distinctly
even
with
of
the appropriation,
my ignorance
Senators hasten to obey the Administration
know I drew it.
the rules as he claims, [ told him that the House
edict.
Mi. liutler—Xo sir.
it' it determined to put the resolution through,
Mr. lilaine—Did I not take it to the gentle- it would
The political creed of the party for which
escape objection if it be differently
man and read it to him.
worded. I did this because I believed he sugwe have the privilege of speaking is very
Mr. Butler—Yes sir.
Mr.
to
the
from
New
York.
gentleman
gested
Mr. Blaine—In my own handwriting.
Cox, to make the point in order against the broad and liberal.
It holds that no one
Mr. Butler—Xo sir.
bid of the majority of the House, which caris hopelessly lost,—that
Mr. lilaine—Ami at hi- suggestion added
,
rid it over under the Speaker’s rulings.
llc'-c words: “And the expenses of the com“While the lamp holds out (o burn
Mr. Cox—Mr. Speaker, that is not true.
mute-- -hall I**' paid from Hie contingent fund ol
The vilest sinner may return."
Mr. Butler—I did not say it was true. I said
tin* House of Representative.-." (Applause.)
i believed it at the time. (Laughter.)
I beAmi
hero wo have him. He comes reTli,- tact that the Way-and Moans Committee
lieved it for the reason that 1 saw the Speaker
wanted to pay expen.-e- wa- the only objection co over there on the Democratic side of the joining m new found light, and easting
lie made to it.
House, getting the Democrats to agree to supaway error. Whereas ho was blind, nmv
Mr. liutler—What was the an.-wer the genport l!i** resolution, after he had shown it to he
I suppose I may ask that now
tleman made
sees.
He that aforetime persecuted
me. for he did me tin* favor of to show it to me
that the Speaker ha- come upon the Hour.
first, and I then saw him with rich owners of the saints, is now contrite, humble,
repentMr. lilaim—The answer was, I innmaliatelv coal
fields, us he was attempting to get the Demwrote an amendment providing for tlit* pay- ocrats to
ant. Brethren, let us deal tenderly with
agree.
|
ment of the expenses of the committee.
Mr. Blaine—I was in favor of the repeal of him.
Mr. But hr—What was my answer. Was it
I
llu* coal taritf and the gentleman was not.
not. under no circumstances would 1 have anyMr. Butler—1 say Wain, for ways that arc
thing to do with it. being bound by the action dark and tricks that are vain. 1 will name the
The Portsmouth Chronicle, Radical, says:
,,f the caucus.
Speaker, and that I rise to explain. There is ‘•The reasons for our severe defeat are self-eviMr. lilaim—Xo. sir; your answer was. un- one
and if they teach the Republican leaders
dent,
I
have
been
1
wish
to
state.
more
thing
der no circumstances would you serve as chairaccused of not reporting at any time, as Chair- not to listen to the counsels of ramrod temperman.
ance men, and to let ministers of the gospel atman of the Select Committee on ReconstrucMr. liutler—Dr have anything to do with the
I did report this bid as Chairman of the tend to their legitimate ditties hereafter, the lestion.
resolution.
Committee on Reconstruction, and the Speaker son will not be without its uses."
Mr. lilaim—There are Til members of the of the House being
against it, while it was beAha! this political preaching is getting
House of Representatives. A committee call
ing read at the Clerk’s desk, made a ruling
be tornied without the gentleman from Massa- which allowed Mr. Wood of New York to in- out of favor.
It is a gun that shoots out
chusetts being on it. His services are not es- troduce a
joint resolution for the repeal of the of both ends. Having profited by the
•< nt ial to the constitution of the committee.
the
of
reading
duty on coal, thereby stopping
Mr. Butler—Why did you not lind such a
the bill, which could never conic up again— practice while it could exert au influence
committee then/
a ruling never before made in thL House, and
and help them to olUcc, the radicals, now
Mr. lilaine—Because 1 knew
well if I
made

Speaker
question

lias come ami gone, and though leaden
clouds stretched over the blue of the

a

Council.

Pursuant to the requirements of the City
Charter, the members elect of the City Govern-

March 2d, 1871.
St. Patrick’s Day

But for the

tion, as his colleague (Dawes) very well says,
“except the truth.”
Progress of the Progressive Age.
Mr. Butler in his scat—I did not hear my colEver since the Democratic successes in
league say that.
Mr. Blaine—The gentleman from Massachu- the
middle, southern and western states,
setts uses the language in his remarkable' letter. Because the very resolution which author- last fall, we have been sensible of the very
ized the committee was so framed and in my
increase in the party, and when
belief, purposely, in the interests ofthe Demo- great
cratic partv, that such a committee cannot re- Now Hampshire hart got fairly inside the
in
the
face
of
port under the rules of the House
doors, it really seemed as though the
the Democratic, opposition and by their permission in more than a year from this time, the church, if not full, was aproximating toit
in
inserted
(to
not
usual power
report
being
wards that happy state. We now have
at anv time). The gentleman from Massachusetts i- a verv astute lawyer, but it has fallen
to announce another candidate for admisunder mv observation that he is extremely ignorant ofthe rules of the nouse. Had the res- sion who lias got on the very front row
olution contained those words it would have of the anxious seats.
He lias been a great
been tantamount to suspending the rules, and
sinner, and will come hard, but he is comone objection would have prevented it from
coining in another.
ing. We refer to onr neighbor of the Prog.
Mr. Blaine then proceeded to show the resolution framed to allow the committee to report Age. To show the character of his converat anv time during December next, alluding
sion, that it is healthy, and not a mere
possibly to the fact that the committee, like that
nervous spasm, brought on by a sudden
on reconstruction, of which Mr. Butler is chairj
man. having power to report at any time, had
over topliet, we quote from the
failed to report all. And concluded: “1 appeal | shaking
to members on both sides of the House ! the latest issue—
and they will bear me witness that the cirWhile Gen. Grant and his subordinates won
culation' of this letter in the morning prints ! the linal
victory over the rebellion, it was Siunit- distribution throughout the land by telegraph
ner who taught the nation how to use that vieand the laying it upon the desks of members is j
so as to enure to its glory and prosperity,
lory
1
intended to be by the gentleman from Massachu- lie is removed because he
opposes the acquisisetts not offered boldly, but covertly, I will not
tion of San Domingo. And why should he
use the stronger phrase—an insult to the Speakthere been any good reason shown
Has
not?
I
deAs such, I resent it.
er ofthe House
why we should purchase one. half of an island
nounce the letter in all its essential statements,
in the sickly tropics, inhabited by a lazy, indoand in its misstatements, ami all its inferences
lent race of half civilized beings, which when
and mean’ inuendoos. I denounce the letter
acquired, will leave us no option but to conquer
us groundless, without justification, and the
tip- oilier bail or abandon the whole? llavn’t
gentleman himself. I trust, will live to see the we already more territory than we need?
day when he will be ashamed of having writ- llitvn'l wc’nn Alaska? llavn’t we a national
ten it.”
debt large enough? Are not the taxes high
action of the
discuss not a

City

of the Journal.

Boston,

very- large Irish population, the
day was celebrated under direction of the
Hibernian Mutual Benevolent Society, in
has
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Correspondence

The seventeenth of March was very
observed in the localities in
which the followers of the patron saint
and the natives or descendants front the
green isle were sufficiently numerous to
undertake celebrations. In Bangor, which

generally
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Boston.

Letter From

Day.

mmuei.'iiM

creased
l lie

"•

outlay ande\pense. [Saco Independent.

Belfast Journal lias been enlarged, and

improved

in

typographical

apm-annee.

It

is

a

readable paper, and as recently conducted, brarin." its polities. i> worthy J Mr support it receives. | Rockland f ree Pl'e-s
The liepubli* in Journal. .tines to us enlarged, ami in new !vpc. It presents an attractive
appearance, and th. editor and proprietor, W.
■

i
live man. ami in conseII. Simpson, lb
live paper.
quence, make( Maehias Republican.

I In: Bangor \\ hig
says the net earning
ot tin- Bangor iV*
Railroad for
Piscatmpiis
the months ot December,
and

January
1’ebruary, as compared with the net e.arnings during the corresponding months a

year ago, are in ratio of f>0 to is, showing an increase of about 17b percent.
The number of passengers conyeyed oyer
the road in the past three months is bo
per cent, greater than the number carried
in the corresponding months, a year ago,
and the amount ot freight is increased

almost beyond belie!.

Tk young Indies of Pittsfield, who are
^ >i*;n> of the Zodiac. A philosopher in erat in the strictest sense, ever
STATE OF MAINE.
very
adhering to his enrly
the West, grown iuto admiration of the Cherry political faith with unshaken fidelity. Mr. Stevens
pretty, have a habit of happening at the depot
was retiring and modest in his
i
liY TIIE GOVERNOR.
;:
Prison, when the trains pass. While Conductor Beal's
pectoral, writes Dr. Ayer for instructions un- and
deportment, tolerant
charitable to those of opposite views. This
der which sign he shall be bled, which blistern> W ,-i« a. <m the 17lh.
>.<
M-,
iiam
him to popular favor which was manitarried there on Saturday afternoon,
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married acquaintances generally report
there has been no marked invasion of their
personal rights since Mrs. Livermore’s lecture.
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ement \vi< hostile to
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Another object inn, and Horace
<ireeley had urged it, wa- that no person not
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apahle of serving in the army should have the
iglit ol sut)rage. She said that women in the
i m- war aided in
every way—in hospitals, in
'unitary corps, often under tire, and some actuby in the ranks. Among these were many
ho .•ould
whip Horace < ireeley out <>t his hoots.
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strong, self-possessed
u°mau
""Moiling and directing a husband iulinitely her inferior, and getting no credit for
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Shout Cakk. We had a bird's eye view of
j the flood on Tuesday.The oldest inhabitant.
1 i* 1 recently, in trying to recall a March like
this.The hoys are playing marbles Mow, and
j ••squarings,” “no liftings,”
takings out of the
mud,” and like expressions are the order of the
day.Were it not for the mud, our streets
i would be dry.Some of our concrete walks,
where the hash was too coarse, is rounding up
j1 it back and breaking out in places, like a ease
ot measles.The Boston Journal says, “the
lecture season at Belfast. Maine, seems to have
1
been a failure, because the managers charged t oo
high a figure for admission tickets.” Wo are
glad to learn this, as the people have considered
them a success.The Boston
Advertiser
notices the death of Judson Card, formerly of
this city, who was killed by falling from a staging while at work in a building.Tin* Cambridgo made her first trip last Saturday.If
there i- any one that didn’t ask Frank why he
-tu.-k up in the Post Office that letter directed to
J. M. Bradstreet & (to., Portland, we will inform them there was nothing in it.Did any

of the most pleasing
kind. We know that some, like Agrippa, were
almost persuaded. We hazard nothing in saying that those who have attended the course
would rather hear a repetition of Mrs. Livermore's lecture than of any one delivsred during
the season.

N

A

1m

oi

i.:

Judg»-.

i.ii,

IS. 1*.

Field, K.-glster.

Die following business was transacted at the
March Term of said Court.
Admixistkation ox tiii-. Estate of—Samuel
A. Webb, late ot Ivnox, deceased, Lydia W. Webb

Administratrix; Ezra Abbott, late of Jackkon, deceased, Allen Davis, Executor.
(iFAKDiAN Accointkd—Uilmin Roberts, over
minor heirs of Joel M. Blood, late of Waldo’, deceased.
Inventories Filed on the Estates of—
Hannah E. Higgins, late of Belmont; Eben Taylor,
latent Unity; Hannah E. Bramhall, late ol Belfast.
Warrant of Insolvency Returned with
List of Claims on Estate of—Thomas

Yates,

Bartlett, late ol Montville; Ezra Abbot, late of Jackson.

Unity.
Commissions
of—William

j

<

"ii"

notice bow

brilliant the street

Tuesday evening?.lOvery

one

ligiits

were

that got in to

Pm. Stone's

entertainment Saturday evening
We thought us we looked at the
ro.vd, that those who took prizes with them,
stood a better chance of getting in. There were
some lJOt) persons in the hall, and the
receipts
were over $000.For a
temperance city, we
an* having an abundance of
manifestaspiritual
tions lately.

tookapri/e.

■

Mr. Staples declines the Custom House appointment, we learn, and things are adrift again.
The steamer Cambridge has taken the place
Katahdin, and is making two trips per
week. The Katahdin will soon return, when
three trips a week will be made.

of the

evidence of the mildness of the season, B.
Uphatn, of Liberty, writes that he plowed
acre of greensward on the lfith of March.

As
P.
an

ago.

Steamer Cambridge went into Portsmouth
on Monday night, and remained during the
storm.

•Joseph Hasty, of Waterville, who was employed upon our railroad last summer, died last
week, at Mattawamkeag.

to

set off

Dowel

ox

Estate

Fariovv, late of Belfast.

Another Revolution in France.
A revolt

■

<

was

Probate Court.

letters prevails
iu-t now. They are made by culling letters
from newspapers and pasting on a sheet, so as
to form
uncomplimentary phrases. It is a little
more sneaking than the old way.
new

cleverness. And there
may he a compenA south east gale prevailed during Tuesday.
sation in the acknowledged fa.-t that men of
An immense quantity of rain fell, washing the
great force of character often select for wives
roads badly, and will be found to have done
the silliest women in the community, and
thus much
injury when the accounts come in. The
nature preserves a balance. The lecturer
paid railroad was washed at one
point in Knox, not
much attention to St. Haul and hi- admonitions
seriously, but the train due on Tuesday night
that women should keep out of assemblies and
bad not arrived at our time of going to press
not speak in public.
That .-ho referred in part
Wednesday afternoon. Mr. Hay ford, Superin
to the peculiarities of the times, and in part t>.
dept of the road, was at Brooks when the trouban unfaithful translation.
le happened, and returned on a hand-car WedIII .1 .1 Mill
.III
11 k
mi'
111 > |l
nesday morning without having seen the washUi done to the matter of the lecture itself.
Hut out. We learn that a worse trouble which ocit was
forcible, and at times thritlingly eloquent. curred on tie* Maine Central was repaired so
She talked right
on, with easy flowing eloeution,
that the train was delayed but two hours.
never
hesitating, and seemed pervaded by the
The last of the season’s Sociables, by the Sotruth, rightiiiliicss and justice of her cause. Unciety of the North Church, was held at the veslike Anna Dickinson, who walks to and fro on
the platform, at times, like u roUsed
try on Wednesday .evening. An Antiquarian
tigress,
supper was provided, in which baked beaus and
Mrs. Livermore did not. move from her
position,
of
abounded. The
enforcing her words by appropriate gestures, doughnuts huge proportions
and sometimes plaeiug one arm behind her. The ladies appeared In costumes of a hundred years

impression made

Moderalor. Thomas Cornloilh; (Jerk. (>. J.Harwell; Selectmen, O. J.
Harwell, F.li l’eilhriek, Hliphalet IVase; Supervisor, H. J. Higgins; Treasurer, Pans Dyer.

Allowances made to Widows on Estate
of—John (,. Sawyer late of Montville; William
Ivneclund, late of Stockton; F. A. Herrick, late of

her

'UIII.1I

I iioumukk.

late of Palermo.
Wills Prorated—Levi

\

eminent

women, were

Tho.masiun. town < Jerk, J’honias A. Carr :
Selectmen, Alfred Watts, Win. IN Crawford,
Arteinas W. Watts; Town Treasurer, W. K.
Burgess : Board ofA s-.-^sors, Thomas (YBrien
doltn ( I. o.-nsaler, B. W .Connor. All Democrats hill t\VO.

tli. ir trousers, ami hope to in the future,
rpon the whole, we think that things will move
pt'ettv much iu the same old way.

ii

•-

"*

have

sion of

thoughtless ridicule,
much denunciation, and -till liv. l. It had <-v1' lid* 'i into ail '-|\ ili/.ed
.u jitries <»f the
world.
harems of I
11
g< Tu rkey.
a ini-take to
-npposi that ill who were < nmu

Jackson*. Moderator, I). Boodv ; Selectmen,
(ieo. F.
Wallace, I). Brackett, Jr., A. J.
Mogett; Clerk, and Treasurer J. II. Cook :
Supervisor. Benj. Knowles; \udi!or, Criah
Warren.

Mmida)

It is rein.rled that an effort to annex South
Moiitville to Liberty, will be made next winter.

e

had

Town Elections.
Mo.ntvili.k. Moderator, 10!»»-n Ktiovltou;
Klerk. Nathan French; Selectmen. A:
J. W.
Barber,. I. B. Thompson, Jona Bartlett;
Treasurer, Nelson Allen; Supervisor, H. M.
Howard; f'olleetor and ('<>n*4uble, Oriniel
Mu t ry.

-i- aim

on

to

a11■!I*e11• iin

till- belt. i' VV' V 11
,'|.!
e
ll'
ed that she
known Hie tit!V
,.| 1 if,- im| jwentyV| 'i
ol marriage ..t vv lo it Hie ef'erwanls juid. Iitaliv spoke.
soon as sh" had been iiilr'.'liie.-d and eom1:11 1
d to speak, the audience
perceived that
H \ were t.i have that rare
gilt in a lecturer,
'"•d elocution.
Her voice, without seeming
>u*l, lill.-d tin1 hall and sati-fied the ear. The
iov. im ut for the elevation
of women, she said*
!l'd reached a stage at which it eould not be
ignored, it was the them, >> 1he platform, the
subject of the press, and t he .ohieet of |egi>| ait

neighbor Caeeiola, the barber, rejoices in
addition to his family. It is of eour-e a lit-

Pir

<

back from
intelie. Ill ll Ion lie:!-), h"!' ti ,' full.
e\pi.
dvr an.I kindl\. iier form cr« el. and with a e. r
M'inly jiiei nly an iam ..1 the h. ad peculiar to
nature
nobility. She w or a dr-ss of black
ilk, w ith ova -Kin. i. r\, ,| at th. bl oat and
-v.

arm

A

oH'-haid

an

poring

no

!. ii

"II tiol!,

in..-

v

di-v.iir-e. md

!

uriain aid

'-'ii

e

last.

moved from the

! li

bom

Monday

on

'in the

The Court
announced the sentence, which was four
years in Stale Prison.
Nomkn.

against the provisional govern-

ment, of which M. Theirs is the head, is
going on in Paris. The grievances of the

insurrectionists are noL given, so far as
we can discover.
Indeed reason is not a
necessary ingredient in a French revolution.

Tim

disturbances commenced

at

Montmartre, in the environs of Paris, by
a

body

the

of

insurgents taking possession

fortifications, the troops in

many

of
in-

stances

fraternizing with them. At the
last accounts, the insurgents wen* masters
of Paris, professing to rule by a Committee of the National Guards.

The most

being committed.
Generals Vinory, Thomas, Chauzy, and
Leeomple had been shot, and a drunken,
ferocious mob ran riot, threatening indiscriminate pillage and murder.
terrible

excesses

were

The Journal ties Debats says; “Saturday will be considered one of the gloomiest hours in the history of France. A
revolution under the banner of pillage is
mistress of Paris.
France, will condemn
these horrible assassinations and this
odious insurrection, which is without a
pretext or purpose. Will the provinces
come to our aid, or must the Germans reenter the capitol?
This terrible, day has
wrought more damage to the Republic
than all the RonapaiTes.”
IN

PAB1S.

Special to N. Y. World.
Hie-Paris insurgents hold
Iti'ilin, 20.
the Hotel do Villi', Palace of Justice, the
ComTuilleries, and Palace Vendomo.
plete apathy is displayed by the liourgeois,
and no resistance, has been made to in-

surgents.
UENEBAL9 LECOMPTE AND THOMAS

murdered by order of lticciotti Gariwho
directs the insurrection.
baldi,
They were shot in a garden on the Hue
des Hosiers.
Gen. Thomas resisted
vigorously, but Garibaldi ordered him
held against a wall, while his body was
riddled with bullets.
Lecompte died
with the utmost coolness—smeking a
cigar, refusing a bandage over his eyes.
was

THE*CITY IS FULL OF UONOPABTIST

agents, including Chcvran. Conti, ltouhl
and Hegnior. The insurgents for some
days past have received five francs daily,
which are supposed to be furnished by
these agent.

Paris, lit. The National Guards Committee are masters of Paris, the departments of the interior and of Justice, and
prefecture of police are occupied liy Insurgents. Generals Vinoy, Thomas and

have been murdered by the
There is an election for ComAll members ol the
munes to-morrow.
Thiers government have gone to Versailles, I follow with tho whole Diplomatic Corps.
Wasububne.
(signed,)

Lecompte,
troops.

Korklund burnt 1,1-t,l()S casks of lime lust

season.

l>K.

13. MUEXCKM
TRUATMEXT,

KINPLE

JOSF.Ptl

their accounts will be left with

On and after Monday, March 20th,
trips per week, leaving liellast every
THI KSDAY, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
RETl'R.NING- Will leave Boston
and Frid ay at 5 o’clock P.

vincing.

Low T axes

Cash Premiums Ottered.
All persons

j
!

unlike calomel,
*•

they

LEAVE

.STING

NO

Court oi‘

"feature's
v

pos-css ail

)
j
j

|

hast* n and complete the e*im. jt ent.-i ■. at once upon it.-t
work. Nature cannot be h< ate.l.
It collects and ripens
the Impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In jp,
form of gatherings it prepares them for expectoration,
audio! ina very short time the maladvls van.juishcil,
the rotten throne that tt occupied 1-. r.-n.'-vated ami mad.licw, and the patient, ill ail the dignity of regained vigo*
steps forth to enjoy the manhood *>r w ijmauh.jod tliat w a !

IP

AS

|

s.

not.

The directions for taking the medicines are adapted h*
the intelligence even of a child. Follow these directions,
and kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that in some
eases the Mandrake Pills are to ho taken in increased
doses: the three medicines need no other accompaniments
than the
ample instructions that accompany th*m First,
create appetite, of returning health hunger is the most
welcome symptom. When it conies, as it will come, let
the despairing at once tic of good cheer. Good blood at
once follow s, the cough loosens, the night sweat i.s abated.
In a short time both of these morbid symptoms are
forever.
Dr. Scheiiek's medicines are constantly kept in tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, the
Mandrake Pills are a standard preparation: while the
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, may be
regarded as’a prophylacterie against consumption m aiiv
«f its forms.
Price of tho Pulmonic Syrup an.I .Seaweed Tonic, $1.50
a bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen.
Mandrake Pills, 25 cents
For salo by all druggists and dealers.
a box
OW. 0. GOODWIN A CO., Agents, Boston.

CELEHKATKI

>

money.
of drafts,

St ITT UK* !

Are endorsed and prescribed by more leading
sicians than any other tonic or stimulant
now in use.
They are

Books and
JUST
And

selling with

a

Subscription,

Adilrcea

Assignee’s
In

Bankruptcy.

Centre

*)/W U\
t&\

f\ V

Phy-

a siJfiti: nsiivii.Ynvi:
For Fever and Ague, lntcrinittants, Biliousness
and all disorders arising trout malarious causes.
They are highly recoin mk mled as an Anti-Dyspeptic,
and in case of Indigestion are invaluable.* As an
Appetizer and Reeuperant and in case of General
Debility, they have never in a single instance failed
in producing the most happy results.
They are

particularly

FIS.ttALR*

Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
Home Stomach Bitters are compounded with the
greatest care, and no tonic-stimuian tints ever before
been offered to the public so pleasant to the taste
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopoeia. It
co.-ts but a little to give them a fair trial, and

Maine.

SALT.

II11 DS., LIVERPOOL, &
SOOl.hds.,
adiz Salt. For sale at boston prices,

<

SAMUEL ADAMS.

Castine, March 17, 1871.

Gw37

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.
District of Maine, ss:day of Aug. A. 1>. IS?o.
UNDERSIGNED

At Rockland the twelfth

hereby gives

notice of his
appointment as assignee of Alden Litchfield, ot
Rockland, in the County of Knox and State of Maine,
within said District, w to lias been adjudged a Bauk•upt upon Petition of his creditors by the District
’ourt of said District.
O. S. ANDREWS, Assignee.
3w3G*
Kockland, Maine,

I^IiE

District (’.h t oftiif Uni- )
x
ted States. District of Me.
In tin* matter of ALDEN LITCHFIELD, Bankupt.
is fo (ilYK NOTICE that a Petition lias
been presented to the Court, this loth day of
March, A. D. 1871, by Alden Litchfield of Rockland,
n said District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie
may be
lecreed to have a full discharge from all Ins
debts,
irovablc under the bankrupt Act, and upon reading
taid Petition, It is Okdkkkd by the Court that a
tearing be had upon the same, on the fifth day ot
lune A. D. 1871, before the Court in Portland, in
laid District, at. lu o’clock, A. M., and that notice
hereof be published in the Rockland Free Press,
oid the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in
aid District, once a week for three weeks, and that
ill creditors who have proved their debts and other
persons in interest, may appear at said time and
dace, and show cause, if any they have, why the
irayer ot said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
;Hv37
Clerk of District Court for said District.

j

,,

Bankrupt^st

EVERY

IIWILV NIIOI LII HAVE
A BOTTLE.
*JAS. A. JACKSON & GO., Proprietors,
Laboratory 105 & lor N. 2d at., St. Louis, Mo.
For Muleliyall Iftrug-Ut* ami Healers.

Jmos.Hsp

MAllIlIKI).
Iii this city, 2oth inst., by Rev. Wooster Parker,
Mr. RoscoeG. Kdtvards to Miss Sarah A. Rose, both
of Brooks.
In West Winterport, March Kith,
by Gilbert L.
Curtis, Mr. Frederick A. Jones ol Frankfort to Miss
Esther R. Ficket of Swanviile.

DIED.
[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,
must be paid for.]
In Lincolnville, 13th inst,, Paul II. Stevens Esq.,
aged 'JO years, ‘J months and ^o days.

Mr. Stevens was born in the town of Newmarket,
1780. lie came to Belfast, Me,, in
N. II., May
1801. He worked in that and adjacent towns at his
trade, that of house and ship joiner, till 1804, when
he settled permanently in the town of Lincolnville,
where he ever afterwards resided. He became connected by marriage with families, at that time,
standing in high official and social positions, his
wife being a daughter of MnJ. Phillip Ulmer who
served in the Revolutionary War. In 1804 he cast
Ills first vote for President, which was given for
Thomas Jefferson. He was a Jeffersonian Demo-

PROBATE NOTICES.
Judge

of Probate for the

County3

\ MOS W. SPROWL, Administrator of the estate
£jl ot John (i. Sawyer, late of Montvilie, in said
i Jounty, deceased,
respectfully represents that the
roods, chattels and credits of said deceased are not
uflicient to answer his just debts and charges ot
Administration, by the sum of lour hundred and
iffy dollars.
Wiikukfork your petitioner pray your honor to
[rant him a license to sell and convey so much of
he real estate of said deceased, (including the reersion of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will
atisly said debts, and incidental charges of adminstration.
Yt

AMOS W.

SPROWL,

Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
March, A. D. 1871.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
letitioncr give notice to all persons interested,
by
jausing a copy of said petition, with this order
hereon, to be published three weeks successively in
he Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
hat they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
it the Probate OlHee in Belfast aforesaid, on the
lecoml Tuesday ot April next, at ten o’clock in the
orenoon, and shew cause, If any they have, why
he same should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
V true copy. Attest—B. P. Field Register. 3w37
a

lor

of

Dissolution of

Copartnership-

C0-PABTNKBS1IIP heretofore
between the undersigned, under the
IIUK
ot S. S.

ityle

[existing

mime anu

Lewis & Son, is tills day dissolved by
uutuul consent, the affairs of the late firm will be
settled by either of the subscribers.
S. S. LEWIS,
KOSS U. LEWIS,
3w35
Belfast, March <i, 1871.

Dvn

Dress and Cloak

JOSEPH

ol'

W.

a mortgage deed from John It. Hull'of .swanville, to me dated the eighth day of March A.D. 1*70,
the following described piece ot land situate in
Swanville, bounded northly by land of T. P. Nickerson, easterly by the Countv road leading from
Swanville Mills to Searsport Village, southerly by
land of John Sanders, ami westerly by land of James
Lewis, and being the same premises conveyed lo
said John 11. Ilulf by Ambroze Strout, by his deed,

dated November '1st A, D. 1*03 and recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Hook 121 and page 321,
and the condition in said mortgage having been
broken, by reason whereof, I claim a foreclosure of
the same. Dated March 13, 1*71.
3w30*
JOSEPH W. SHAW.

ROOMS TO LET,ON
rpiIRKE PLEASANT
at

Street, enquire

J.

CACCIOLA’S

tf!5

HARRKR

*11 OIL

STATE

OF

MAINE.

W ALDO, SS.—To the Sheriffs of our
ties or either ol their Deputies,

respective Coun-

CUEETINO :
WE command you to attach the goods or
R. Patten ot Lincolnville, in
County
Waldo, now comnioranf of
the city of New York, to the value of three hundred
dollars; and summon the said defendant it he may
be found within your precinct,' to appear before our
Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court, next to be
holden at Belfast, within and for the County of
Waldo, on the first Tuesday of January next, then
and there In our said Court to answer unto the In-’
habitants ot Lincolnville, in said County, in a plea
of the case for that defendant, at said Bell ist, on
the day of the purchase ot this writ, being indebted
to Plaintiff in the sum of one hundred and thirtvnine dollars and twenty-six cents, according to the
account annexed, for that amount expended in the
relief and support of Joanna his wife, she having
become ohargable to said town and she having their
legal settlement, in said town, in consideration
thereof, then and there 'promised the pill ’s to pay
them said sum and interest thereon on demand. Yet
though often requested, the said defendant the same
has not paid, but neglects a. d refuses so to do, to
the damage of the said
plaintiffs as they say, the
sum of three hundred dollars, which shall then and
there be made to appear with other duo damages.
And have you there this writ with doings therein.
Witness, Jonathan (L Dhkerson, Esquire, nt.
Belfast, the 20th day of November, in the year ot
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy.
S. L. MIL LIKEN, Clerk.
—

j

L.S

—

of Uriah
j estate
the
of

STATE

OF

Making.

To the Honorable, the Justices ol the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast within
and for the County of Waldo,on the third Tuesday
of October, A, D. 1871.
TIMELINE BROWN, of Searsmont, in said
li Couty of Waldo, wife of Jonathan M. Brown,
of parts unknown, respectfully libels and gives this
honorable Court to be informed that she was lawfully married to the said J. M. Brown, at Belfast, on
the 28th day ot Dec., A. D. 18(51, and lias had by him
one child, Cora E. Brown, now living. That your
belibellant, since there intermarriage, has
haved herself as a faithful, chaste, and affectionate
wife towards the said J. M. Brown, but that the
said Jonathan M. Brown, wholly regardless of his
marriage covenant aud duty, did on the first day ol
January, A. I). 18(53, desert your libellant, leaving
her to take care of her child and herself alone, which
she has done by her daily labor. That she has not
seen said J. M. Brown, since January, A. D. 18(53,
nor does she know where he now is.
Wherefore, she prays that she may be divorced
from the bonds of matrimony between her and her
said husband, and that the custody of tier child,
Cora E,, may be intrusted to her; and as in duly
EM EL IN E BROWN.
bound will ever pray,
Dated Bept. 0, 187u.

I

always

STATE

OJF^

Of 1-10,1 iihi pairs sold la>t year l»y t \\ o kading Hollmnulactuu-rs, and warranted against ripping.

LOii

NOT ONE

WAS RETURNED.

Miamp
Molil

l»»

on

cm*ry

all

one.

Leading- Healer•<* H

rTAHM l N DKKSli JNKD, having been appointed,
1. by th<‘ Judge oi l'robate tor the County ot Waldo, Commissioners upon the estate ot Elijah P.
Crockett, late ot Prospect, deceased, said estate ii i\
ing been represented Insolvent. We therefore giv««
public notice that we will receive and examine claims
against said estate, and tor that purpose will he in
session at the house ot Nathaniel I.. I ittkth Id, in
said Prospect, on the IMh day of March, l.-C 1. and
on the 1st day ot April, I'd. Ironi one o'clock to
four In the ulternoon of each dav,
N \ I'll AM I I
I..Hi T I l.l FI K 1.1 >
JOHN li. HAIiDINi..
an
Prospect, March 1, is." I.
...

Buy

me, and I’ll do you Good.”
I)R. I.ANtiU-lY’S

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS
This medicine is, without tin- possibility ot a doubt.
tin* very best remedy known for the following and
all kindred diseases
ludit/cslion, <' siirenews, l.iiu
1
oinp/aiut, Piles, Headache, Heartburn, J ipspepsi,
l/i: .inas, Scrofula, Sad Pheum, l.anpti \l.a me*-,
Debility, Jaundice, /■'iatulency, l oul Stomach, a c.
H\ the timely use ol this medicine tile blood is
I 'hr sy stem is
purified. 1 lie appetite is restored
strengthened. The liver is inv igorated. I'be breath
is swe» teiird, The complexion is beautified.
And
the g< neral health is

K F S T l) li i: D.
The best Hoots, Herbs and Harks outer into the
..f
this Rem« dv, making it a simple
ami sate, as well as an unfailing cine tor all diseases
of the blood.

composition

’MACHINES!

GKO. C. OOODWl.N
bv all Druggists.

FLOUKVCK a IliilVK

roll

Onrle A

SALE

Belfast, Me.
both

for

111.,

l!VD III IlM !

^F-OREH

k?

JUST llKCKfVKli,

5000 Rest New Hampshire WHITE OAK AND
HICKORY Sl'OKES, from 1 1-S to J3-t inches
wide. Also a good Assortmnt of seasoned ill US,
1 will wart ant the above goods to be of the bert
quality and will sell at low prices.
Call at mv store
No 1 Pheuix Row.
tfl3
OAKES AN HI EK.

GEO. N. &. H. S. TERRY,
lyr :i

Satcudav,

to

ATTENTION !

NEW YORK AND GLASGOW,
at Londonderry to land Mails and Passen-

R FSS HAS PASSED A I.AW.HIYINU
A Pension ot $S per month to the odicers and
soldiers ot the War of isiJ, who served sixty days
or over, and to the widows «»( such as have died,
thus doing justice to this brave and meritorious
band of Patriots.
1 have all the Rolls and Records ot this service
and they are not to he found at any other place m
the State to my knowledge. 1 will give everv sol
dier the benetir ot my r -cords r< establish tiis claim
to a pension and I wiil assist him in the
prompt
and speedy prosecution of his claim. It the discharge
"t the soldier is lost, these records are invaluable
’1 be tee is tixcd by law, at
'|. No charge made tin
less a pension is obtained
can he m l.
in person, at my office
in'Bangor, nr by leP.-r giving name id Company,
Officers, date and length ot sen ice.
<
I*
ItltUB A.
Office near I>. Bl’fi BEE'S It..ok Store, on Kcndu*-

(TONd

gers.
I he Steamers of this favorite line are built expressly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted
up in every resnect with all the modern improve
incuts calculated to insure the
safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers.
PassatsF Ratks, Pay.vw.i-: IV Cl UHIiNf y.
TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL it LONDONDERRY
FIRST GARIN, $(’.5 & $75, according to Location.
Cabin Return Tickets, $130, securing best accommodations.

INTERMEDIATE,
$33. (STEERAGE,
$SS.
Parties sending for their friends in the Old Councan purchase tickets at reduced rates.
I-or further particular:; apply to HENDERSON RROTH
ERS, 7 Rowling Green, N. Y.,Orto( o\" it FIELD,
Insurance Agents, Rcllast, Maine.
C.m3&*

Application

I try

keag Bridge, Baug-.i
Bangor, Keb. "0, lsn.

NEW

.Blacksmith
3
^ lo

Everybody

I V.

Cxl'Oiiii

NO CAITALIPST IS TOO RICH
NO FARMERIS TOO POOR
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR

to buy an Burt It Closet, which is u substitute lor
the water-closr t or common privy, and
places will
in reach of all, rich and poor, in town anil in
the
country, a rimplc means for providing, fn the house
a comfortable private closet,
affording comlort
neatness and health.
Prices $U to
Send for
Circulars to

$35°

l

•<...
>

\

lightest draught machine
diaught, nou-i 1. -s hoxi
hearings; easily managed, has no hinges or
joints, the pitman protected Irom obstructions
any kind or size; always in line. Knite running
equally well in any position, Irom a horizontal to a
perpendicular. This mower has h.. u thoroughly
tested, and Is adapted to rough land, having a floating cutter bar. He invite the attention ot Farmers
and others _interested in Mowers, to examine « ur
Mkapow Kim; the coming season.
For selling agencies and descriptive catalogue,
apply to or address
FIIKR ATUOOU. AVintorport.
General Agent for Maine.
Feb. 20,1871.
,;WXI
or

j

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

CCONSISTING

n\

The simplest, cheapest,
in existence has no side

IN THE TOWN OF MONROE & JACK ON.:
OF A GRIST MILL, and priviJ leges, with lour run ot Stones, two of them
French Burs, and two Bolts; it is one of the heat
Country Mills in the State, the lower part is constructed of Stone and Cedar. Also one Saw Mill in
good repair with opportunities lor other Machinery,
all the lumber manufactured finds a ready market at
the Mill.
Also two Stores, Blacksmith’s Shop,
House lots, &c., all situated in (lie flourishing Village of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or
Belfast & M. I,. R. R. some six miles. Also in the
town of Jackson, several lots of valuable timber
lands, most of them containing a heavy growth of
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar. The above
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe where
the logs may he driven at small expense. Most ol
the land is within four miles of 11. & M. If. I.. R. R.
The Hemlock Bark linds a market at Plymouth which
is distant about ten miles, or at Belfast. For particulars apply to
JOSEPH PALMER, Monroe Mills or BENJ.
W 1L1.IS, Bangor House, Bangor, Me.
t!30

II ill ..

Plyoi‘ vV

rnir.VA\snn;n,

CIREAT

cents,
R. M. D. MOOR,
PORTLAND, Maine,

*

Jk/LCX%7%r^-FL !
MAM

Address with 15

3w;J5*

'.mos t

THE MEADOW KING

Shop.

A. BLODGETT, having
cated himself in his now ltriok
Shop,opposite L. A. Know!ton Sc
(Vs. Store, would inform hts old
cuniuuitis ami Iik* neeuy liuonc, mat
|>e is ready to attend to all jobs in his line, including Ship work and general repairing.
ff;jl
Belfast, Feb. S, IS71.
H.

THU

Proprietors.

ffTElRERff

ani>
AND FROM

Calling

Hotel,

N a i: I’lLioN Fi:i:kv, M:\v YOUU.
This well known and favorite Hotel has recently
been renovated, remodel. .1 ami furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, and has ample accomodation tor l oir hundred
guests.
t he location is more accessible to all parts ot New
York .and Brooklyn than any other bouse in tiecity. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines of street ear-,
one of which intersects every other route in New
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton Ferry, make*
it convenient for tho.-r wishing to i-it the ‘City of
Churches," as from this Kerry diverge nil the principal railroad routes in the city ot Bro. klvn.

Morison'.s

An'Also needles, oil and nil the fittings
Machines kept constantly on hand.

For sah.
-linos:; t

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS.

AT

HARDWARE STORE,

CO., Host on.

\

United States

'MACHINES

A

!,(!(' [•:

S

Attorney

at Law!

1IAYF0RI) BLOCK.

llolfast, Maine.

All business entrusted
prompt attention. Best

quired.

l» MV

fo his care will meet
of references given

M O V TO \

J^
Attorney
A II l»

Nl

with
if retto-i

at

LawT

AND CONVEYANCER AT
SAIXT /Mr/., Minnesota.

Special attention paid to conveyancing and examination ot titles ot Real Kstate; The
payment
ot taxes; or Th collection and investment of moo
ev ; The purchase and sale of Lots and Lands in the
city ot Saint Paul, elsewhere in Minnesota.
00“ Post Office address, Jls Third Stmt, Saint
Paul, Minnesota.
tf.'JL

RANTED !

ONE OR TWO BOOK AOKNTS OK K.XPKKIand ability to canvass Belfast and Towns in
vicinity for

ence

the

The Uncivilized Races nf Men in all I'oiuilries «f
the World.
A

splendidly 1 u.Ustrati: n Yoi.uik 1500 pages.
Massachusetts cleared +22 in »n«*

One agent In

day.

MAINE.

)
Waldo, nh.,
Sup. Jud. Court,.Jan. Term, 1871. $
On the foregoing Ordered, That the libellant notify
the said Jonathan M. Brown, of the pendency thereof, by publishing an attested copy of her libel and
this order thereon, three weeks successively in tin*
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, in
the County of Waldo, the last publication to be
fourteen duys before the next term ot the Supreme
Judicial Court to be liolden at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
April next, that he may then and there nppear and
Bhow cause, If any he have, why the prayer of said
libellant should not be granted.
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
A 1 rue Copy of libel and order of Conrt, thereon.
2w36
Attest—W. G, FRYE, Clerk.

IVire

VIIOIN-

Commissioners' No lice.

Ml..

MAINE.

published

nil

Economy,
THFY EXCEL A^L OTHERS

Ini'll

THK WELL KNOWN, Neariport House,
JL three stories high, finished in Modern Style,
and containing 35 or more large and convenient
rooms, is now ottered for sale. Attached is a Stable
nearly new, 40x70, both House and Stable abundantI'he LIVERY STOCK,
ly supplied with water.
s to lo Horses, Cariiages,
Harnesses, Robes,
will also be sold.
This Hotel is the only Public House, in the
place
is situated lu the central part of Searsport, at the
head ot Penobscot Bay, one of the most beautiful
bays in the world for fishing ami sailing, which
renders Searsport a fine summer resort, one that
has already become very popular with the
traveling
public, and whose patronage is constantly increasing. Fine roads ailord every facility, for pleasure
■lri\ ing.
Boston and Portland Steamers .nil here daily
within six miles ot Railroad communication with
daily trains tor Boston ami Portland. Unc of the
most desirable locations in Maine lor the Hotel
and summer resort, sold on account of business in
California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate
attention.
It not disposed id at private sale prior to Mav 1,
ls71. the property will be sold at Public Auction, on
the loth day ot May.
Full particulars as to terms of sale &e., on application to the proprietor.
W. U. MATHEWS, Searsport, Me.
.'w35
By C.
CRARY, Searsport, Me.

Waldo, ms,,
(
Sup. Jud. Court, Jan. term, 1*71. j
It appearing that Uriah B. Patten, de-

And now
fendant in the above action is not within the limits
ol this State, and has not had legal notice ot the
pendency of this suit, it is Ordered, That the pills,
give him notice thereof, by causing an attested copy
of their writ with this order thereon, to he published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
a
at Belfast, In the
public newspaper
County of waldo, the last publication to be not less
than fourteen days before the next term of said
Cour,, to be holden at Belfast within and for the
County of Waldo on the third Tuesday of April
next, that said deft, may then and there appear and
answer to said suit it he shall see cause.
Attest—W. (i. FRYE, Clerk,
A True Copy ot writ and order of Notice thereon.
2w3<>
Attest—W. (i. FRYE Cleric.

Me.

Foil

A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND !

ANCHOR LIYE
kvkuv Wi:i>N'KSii.w

Nigh

-n

Comfort, Elasticity, Durability and

futeut

Sad.,

Rooms to Let!

any other gov

Screw

BOOT'S

Rare Chance for Sale

Applying.

Mortgage.

or

May 4, ami
disability, not

MILES S. STAPLES. Belfast

Cable

I

SEARSPORT,

»ve.

lor

OFT A FAIR OF

ENURE .1. PEIRCE will return soon trom
J Boston to Belfast, to continue her business as
a Dress and Cloak Maker.
Having had extensive
practice as a cutter tor the firm ot .JORDAN,
MARSH & CO., she tools confident that she can
please the ladies of Belfast. Thanklul lor past favors
she hopes for a continuance for the coming season.
March 13, 1871.
tl'W

w. H. SIMPSON, Publisher,
Belfast, Maine.

Harbor, Lggemojrgin Reach,

ANDJIADIZ

Those entitled to the at>
claims can address

ment

GRAY,

Mailed Free to

Foreclosure of

Sale.

Maine District SS.

l>y

[’o the Honorable
of Waldo.

shape

ot

in the town of brookliu, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the
ftCHOOXEIl IIUKOHY,
together with her tackle, apparel and furniture as
die now lies at said brookliu. Terms Cash,
<>. S. ANDREWS, Assignee,
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, March lf>, 1871.
:Uv37

LIVERPOOL

the

to own.

In the matter of ALDEN LITCHFIELD, Bankruf.t,
by virtue of authority from (he District Court of
the United States for the District of Maine, I shall
sell at public Auction, on Monday, the 27th day of

March, inst.,at

with
in

Swanville, hereby
r jgive public notice,SHAW,
that 1 claim
by virtue

at

Waldoboro,

must all

$2.00 per year in advance.

Specimen Copies

1

i:

time,

one

Send cash

Persons

llnokslui'f,

duly 21, l.-Mll and were discharged
having served two < ai

SEWING

Stationery

Id',ORlili MISS

names

conveyance.

OPENED!

rush

9.00

post ollice orders,
or other safe
letters,
registered

Bankruptcy.

j

I
j

The

bo sent at

1MI1S

HOME

IKEIEl'KTAIi TO

U2t

CURTAINS.

j

4 00

Premiums to be deducted from

CLOTH & PAPER

[

gain.
To despair of cure after such evidence of its possibilitv
In the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
sinful. J)r. Scheiiek's personal statement to the Facultv
of his own cure was in these modest words:
“Many years ago I was in the last stages of consumption confined to my bed. ami at one time my physicians
thought that I could'not live a week; then like a drowning
man catching at straws, 1 heard of,and obtaine.rtlie
preparations which 1 now otl'er to tho public, and they made
a perfect cure of me.
It seemed to mo that 1 could feel
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the
matter In my lungs, and I would spit up more than a pint
of offensive yellow matter every morning lor a h ug time.
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, fever, pains
and night sweats all began to leave nie, ami my appetite
became so great that It was with dirth ultv that I c.uld
keep from eating too much. I soon gained my strength,
and have grown in flesh ever since.
I was w eighed shortly utter my recovery," added the
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; mv weight
was
only ninety-seven pounds; my present weight is tw.*
hundred and twenty-live (22a) pounds, and for years 1
have enjoyed uninterrupted health."
Dr. Hclienek has discontinued his professional visits to I
New York and Fust >n. lie
his son, Dr. ,1. II. s. !
i
Jr., still continue to see patients at their otlice, \.>. |x I
North Sixth street, Philadelphia, every Saturday lr-.m :> !
A. M. to 3 P. M. Those who w ish a thorough examina
ti• *n with the Itospirometer will be charged ?'*. The |;,
pirometer declares the exact condition "of tho lung*:, and
patients can readily learn whether they are rur.ihlo .r

STOMACH

Agent.

Paper Hangings!
i

sending.

to person sending.

$2.50.

New and Elegant Stock of

LUST.

The second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm
room, until they get well; it is almost Impossible to prevent taking cold w hen the lungs are diseased, hut it must
he prevented or a cure cannot be orteered. Fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of tin* country in the
fall and winter season, arc all wrong. Physicians who
recommend tliat course lose their patients, if their lungs
are badly diseased; and yet, because they are in the house
they must not sit down quiet: they must walk about the
room as much and as fast as the strength will hear, to get
The patients must keep
up a good circulation of blood.
In good spirits—be determined to get v»'il. This has a
great deal to do with the appetite, and is the great point to

THE

to person

T II A T

j

$1.50

and one copy

For 20 Subscribers & ouo copy

CALL AND EXAMINE

|

BOUNTIES
due soldiers who enlisted between

arc

Dixmont,

IN

:

Subscribers,

For 5

OK HANKIII’l'TCY, for the fifth
Congressional District, also for the County ot
Lincoln and so much of the County of Ivnox., as Is
included in the fourth Congressional District, will
be hel<l at my Office, in Kockland, on April 1j. 1871,
at 0 o’clock, A. M.
PETE It Til AC1I Eli,
Register in bankruptcy.
4w37
Kockland, March 20, 1.871.

,,,

of-

for year-

subscribers

For 10

VCOURl

work of cum is now 1 toy inning. The vitiated and
mucous deposits in the bowels and in the
alimentary e.imil am ejected. The liver, like a clock, is wound up.
It
aroiiM S from its torpidity.
The stomach acts respon-ivelv.
and the patient begins to led that lie is getting, at last.
A NVPPLY OT GOOD liLOOl).
The Seaweed Tonic, in conjunction wit!: the Pills, p,
meutes and assimilates willi' tho
'; oe
now progressing, without Its prev ions tortures.
J>i_;*
le ernes painless, and the emc Is s*vti to he at hand,
There is no more ilatuleiiee.no oxae* rhatioii f t!"
maeh. An appetite sets in.
Now comes the greatest Flood Purifier ever v.
given
hy an Indulgent lather to stiih ring man. SehotioL s Pulmonic .Syrup coim-s ill to pert.-rui its functions and to

premiums

ly

calomel, hut,

RE81IXD."

Tho

GIVEN

fer iif

j
AS AN' EDITOR, OR ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
; Good
(• r-u'-i
given. Address A. Y. /..
j
Journal Office.
0
Belfast, Maine.

IONS lMS‘TIO.%.
I he Mandrake Pills am composed of one
lioblest gifts— the 1 'till 'phiilll 111 Pel tat ll III. lie
the ldo..d->carening. alterative pi'.pert ie.; of

SOLDIERS

Having

and

cash

cash sent.

|)L1(

invited to pro-

are

subscriptions
forward, with following

W i.Vl’EIB!

E

OF THE WAR OF 1ST.'. WHO ser.
ed sixty days, or their widows who were married previous to Dec. 24, 1814, are entitled to a l
S.
Pension of
per month

purchased this valuable
patent lor Waldo Countv, I will sell farm
rights with directions tor making, tor $3,0u each.
Bee Keeper’s Text-Book, 144 pages sent
post paid,
40 cts.
Also Hives and Glass Honey Boxes tor sale,
at low prices.
Italian Queen Bees raised trom
selected stocks of undoubted purity, sent
by mail or
express. Purity and safe arrival guaranteed in all
cases.
New circular for 1871, sent free.
Address
j. F.
3mos35cow
Me.

Tariff Reform, & DiminisM Expenses.

M.

Belfast, March 20, PCI.

jI

T ho Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake i'ills are the first two
weapons with wnich the citadel of the malady is assailed.
i'wo-thirds of the cases of consumption originate in *!*«,pepsia and a functionally disordered livetx With this
condition the bronchial tubes "sympathize" with the
stomach. Tlu-v respond to tin* morbific netii.n *.f t!:••
lh r. litre llieit lonies the ciilmin.iti:i.: result, amt tieSetting in, with all its disuv.vdng .symptom.

WAR OF 1812.

Movable Comb See Hive

the Journal is Demoj
I
cratic, in favor of

every Tuesday

(-HO. «*. WELL*.

a

THE AMERICAN

Politically

will make two
MONDAY and

FARE TO BOSTON,

l.MCORTKR3 AND MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTO««RAPIII<’ RATE RIAL*.
4 m os 34

-O-

cure

and

GRAPHOSCOPE3.
YOSEMITE,
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 Broadway, New York,
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel,

B. C. DINSMORE

3w3s

Markets, &c.

^^JCAMBRIDGE,

and avail'd themselves ot his wonderfully cfilcaciotis
medicine.-, they Wouhl not have fallen.
Dr. S' heiick inis in his own case proven that whomever sufficient vitality remains, that
itnliiy, hy Ins medicines and his directions fur 111• -ir use, is quickened into
healthful vigor.
In tiiis statement there is nothing presniiiptuou-.
T" the taith of the Invalid i.s made no representation
that is not a thousand times substantiated hy living and
visible works.
J he theory ot the cure by hr. Scheiiek's
medicines is as .simple as it is unfailing, its philosophy
requires iiu argument, it is self assuring, seli-cou-

|

Lawyer for settlement.

Paragraphs,

THE STEAMER

,

PHOTO LANTERN SLIDES

requested to call and settle before April 1st,

are

Correspondence,

SPRING ARRANGEMENT FOR 1871,

dreamless

Price!

13. C. Dinsmore,

Sketches,

or

Bosion & Lowell!

lamily and friends are sleeping the
slumber into which, had they calmly adopted

Cash

NEW VIEWS OF

Editorials, News,

INDEPENDENT LINE

to

591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Invite the attention of the Trade to their extensive
assortment of the above goods, of their oivn publication, manufacture ami importation.

goods, for

he will sell them at the

Poetry,

Local

SANFORD'S

ar

his

All Persons Indebted to

Tales &

■

<h

over

FRAMES.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.

Agriculture,

HOUSE PAINTER,

brought

VIEWS,
ALBUMS,

Dealers

and look

to corac

1

guilty
summoning people here by enmity, and perjury".

STEREOSCOPES

coat.

CH ROMOS,

Country

newspa-

—

■

regard to

45-Corae and See.

devoted to

,•

Trip

close out his whole stock

to

without

attractive features

••

First

going

Publisher calls attention to its

s

Inside Line to

presenting

public

For he is

the Journal to

1

fc'arlli Closet

RAflr^

Company,
li>

DOANK ST.,

Other agents

♦40 per day.

HUSTON,

‘•'AR*-'

are

nuking

a

clear

profit offtBO

to

We have a large Assortment of Standard Subscription Books and we want energetic agents in
every town and county.
Send lor our descriptive
circulars and terms to agents.
BURR & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.

Farm for Sale.

lyrll
SITUATKD

p

a,

SlCKKRaOH,

Counseller $•
1,22

Attorney

at Law!

OFFICE, HAYFOItD DLOCK,
Belfast, Maine.

IN NORTH

TORT,

one-hull mile lroin llrowii'x Foron tne siioro roan.
Hie farm contains sixty
icrca of land, hasa house, barn, shed, good well of
water, orchard, and two hundred cords of stanulng
wood, soft and hard. This farm will be sold nt good
idvautago to the purchaser. Apply to
nor,

Mrs.

Belfast, March 1, ls?l,

ROBERT II, COOMBS,
tt34

-wooi

15y .r. n.

\

W‘.at
Ua\( f.

]y twelve times greater than that of the
New York Central, anti in ease of the
other roads it was four times that of the
Central.
In a report upon narrow gauge railTo make as safe a calculation as possiroads, read before tin; Brutish Associa- ble, we can say that cars can be made for
he
"fl ought the :! feet gauge weighing three tons
tion, l*y Hr. I'arlie,
says:

Sugar Camp.

The

Marrow Gauge Hailroads.

-s.

BY IIOKATIO SF.YMOm. .Til.

I!.“lid's hill- of -now
''•ail)! i« 11 bivi /.*'•- 1 »!•> V ;

11;

W in! line ii;:* ins ln'-iiis
break
d :ie ii ea.- ot i. .‘-bound stream and l-.ko:
U lien
In li-«•••••
i

!i i*’•

r

; -ng:

sid--; i■ -!
iis ibri,

or wher

l iie vi\

\ d’.m-a; d ; ; o, •.
file sv\e* !.i!:in Hi;
v

I il4 *n
1i

t

t li

is

ii.i-ii*

1

W;: :*;si
Arc tli

-:
--

to

11 d-'

hi.*.

ky

ii

;

lured h) flow*

tnak1 the treasure

rs.

o;u\-.

slay-, w itli nights of'frost.
now d -ir tie mo-l.

i;.
■

ti

y

cells concealed,

;r

IO.!!

II

>

r.i

ire

'\

meet

to

udiiig

a

\\v

\li! tli' ii. -ii noni. win! rare d'‘i:g!i!
To w oik Hi. holds that, vest. ,-nig! i.
V. i'Ii eni-o-d -now
s<Jlid and white as

wore

o’er,

covered

marble floor!

Such i- the royal road by which.
O’er drill-screened rock and fem e and

ditch.

cheer!ul task repair.
Beneath the maples brown and bare.
We to

our

No
with
The trees,

our

twirling

bits

w*

tap

and catch the flowing sap.—

Mole grateful to the taste than wine,—
In cedar pails or troughs of (line.
1 hen some sequestered nook is sought,
Where bark and branches, interwrought,

"sugar camp;” and near
hand two-forked stakes appear,

"ooii

At

form the

With transverse pole above a
Of huge black boilers ranged

row

below.

Here, when the evening shades descend,
Oroups of young men and maidens tend
The blazing tires, and round
In -hitting circles, laugh and

about.
shout.

vapors upward cijrl.
And their gray phantom shapes unfurl!

S'*e the hot syrup foam and seethe,
A- the tierce flames are stirred beneath!
from long ladles love to sip
The neetared sweetness with their
mie

lip;

While others, whom experience
\\ arils wlii’ii the process should commence,
l'our oul the syrup, (hick and dark.
In moulds of tin or birchen bark,
Ami lew the cooling crystals meet
In lump.- of -ugar, crisp and sweet.
y. by heavy cares weighed down,
-Mid ilu.-t ami uproar of the town,
«

1.1\ f.»r a time your
When Spring with

burdens by.

blithesome‘step draws nigh,

Ami to the
I'o breathe

woodlands haste,
a purer air, and taste

Tin* sw< cts that Nature's chemists
With subtle alchemy prepare.
Alice

t-ary

s

sweetest

there

Poem.

>f 11 t lie beautiful pictures
That bang on Memory's wall.
one of a dim old forest.
That m emet h be>i of all:
N'M for it> gnarled oaks olden,
1 >ai k with the mistletoe ;
N"| for tile violets goldell
That sprinkle the vale helow ;

'•

Not for the milk-white lilies
That lean from the fragrant hedge,
»
('ot plot ting all day with the sunbeams,
1
And stealing their golden edge;
Not for tin' vines on the upland
Where the bright red berries rest;
Nor tile pinks, nor the pale, sweet cowslip.
I( seems to me the best.
bad a little brother
With eyes that were dark and deepin the lap of that olden lorest
He lietli in peace asleep;
Light as the down of the thistle.
Free a> the winds that blow.
We loved there the beautiful Summers,
The Summers of long ago;
I

nure

when the arrows of sunset
Lodged in the tree-fops bright,

And

lb* fell in his -aint-like beauty.
Asle. p by the gates of light.
Therefore, of a!i the pictures
Thai hang on MeinoiVs w:iiI,
The one of the dim old forest
SiTiueth best of all.

Journal says:
Several
years ago there lived in Trinilv county :i
man named L<>—.
lie w
a great hunter
his favorite hunting-ground being over
the hills and valleys on (In* head of Lei
It was lii> ambition to kill an elk,
Liver.
and never having come across any in his
he
one day asked an Indian, whom
rounds,
lit* supposed t" be friendly, if be could
show him one. The red-skin said lie
could, but would have to go home lirst,
and would retur at the end ol live days,
and lead him when* he would find the
coveted game.
At the end <>l the appointed time the
elk-lindrr returned, and the pair set out
on
their limiting expedition.
On they
travelled, til! nearly nightfall, but not
even a track did
they see. The day was
foggy, and our hero was therefore unable
to tell in what direction lie was
going,
but as night drew near he told his guide
they had better return home, and come
again some other time.
Accordingly, as ltoss supposed, they began to retrace their steps. Before a great
while In* found himself in a very steep,
rocky, unfamiliar country. Later still,
and sometime after dark, they came to a
ridge overlooking a noisy mountain torrent

Trinity

foaming along

at

a

grea*. distance

below.
Here they began to descend.
The side
of the ridge down which they were making their way was thickly covered with
loose rocks and exceedingly steep. The
aborigines, however, had rolled the rocks
aside and made a narrow trail which
could be traveled in single file, but not
otherwise. When some way down, the
hunter saw at a great distance,
through
the tog, a number of blazing camp-tires.
Like a Hash he realized that he was betrayed. Well he knew that if he ever
reached the loot of the hill he never
would return. But what to do was the
question. He dare not shoot, because it
would alarm the comrades of the treacherous
villain who had misled him.
He
could slay his betrayer in that
way, but
his own life would pay the penalty.
The
scoundrel, who thought he was leading an
victim
to
certain
unsuspecting
slaughter,
must be put out of the way, but silently.
It was a case of life and death with
both of them and a white man's intellect
against an indian's. Laying his left hand
rascal’s left
upon the copper-colored
shoulder, Ross insisted upon going slow,
saving that he was afraid of falling down
the hill.
Keeping hold of his guide, he
managed to slip his gun under his suspenders so that lie could carry it that way.
Then drawing his knife, (a
very large
one) he dropped his left hand down the
Indian's back, to feel where his heart
ought to be, and upon finding the spot,
struck for dear life.
His aim was true,
and being a powerful man, the knife went
from one side to the other, through the
body, cutting the heart in twain. Mr.
Bad-Indian never groaned or kicked, but
giving one short, almost, inarticulate gulp,
fell forward with his life-blood (lowing in
torrents.
Mir hero was not safe.
Dark as it was.
}h* dare not attempt to find his way
up the
lull, liesides, in the
morning, the red
fiends would discover what had taken
place,and track him wherever he might he.
Sitting down in his footsteps, he waited
for daylight. At the first glimpse of
dawn Ins was on the alert, and tumbled
the corpse out of the path down the hill.
Then, finding his way to it, he covered
the dead man with stones, hiding him
completely. With water carried from
the brook in bis hut, be washed away the
blood that appeared along the trail; that,
with the first beams ol the morning .suit,
be ascended the bill and hastened borne.
Telling the adventure to bis neighbors,
they organized and made a raid upon the
camp he had discovered. The Indians
were surprised, many of them killed, and
the contents of their wigwam captured.
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WATCHES.

which can carry six. The total amount
of freight or paying weight catried on
The extensive use of these watches tor the last
the New York Central in 1868 was 1,846,lit teen years by Railway Conductors, Engineers ami
essary for the. traffic, adds to the cost of Ooo tons; to carry this, assuming that the
the most exacting of watch-wearers,
construction, increases the. proportion of cars run full both ways, an equal amount Expressmen, demonstrated
the strength, steadidead weight, increases the cost of work- of non-paying tons (the weight of the has thoroughly
and accuracy of the Waltham Watch.
ing, and in consequence, increases the tar- cars) has to be drawn over the road. On ness, durability
that class in all these respects, is to deids to the public, and by so much reduces the narrow gauge road if the same To satisfy
as to the real value of these timethe usolulness of the railway.”
lie amount of freight was carried only 923,- cide the question
further adds: “In moderate, temperate 000 tons of non-paying load would have keepers.
More than frOO.OOO of these watches are now
climates, gauges of 2 feet 6 inches will be to be drawn, a saving of 823.000 tons,
for themselves in the pockets of the peofound ample for any traffic in any part which the New York Central has to carry speaking
and a guarantee of their superiority
of the world, and will sustain a speed of at a dead loss. Til fact the loss is twice ple—a proof
all others.
30 miles an hour, while 3 feet is sufficient this, as the cars are not loaded for more over
The superior organization and great extent of the
fur either very hot or very cold climates, than one-half the distance.
As it costs
Works at Waltham, enables them to proand will sustain a speed of 40 miles an the road $1.58 to transport a ton, the Company’s
duce watches at a price which renders competition
hour.”
hauling of these lion-paying, 923,000 tons, futile, and those who buy auy other watch merely
The author then went on to make a com- costs the New York Central $1,458,340 a
pay lrom 25 to 50 per cent, more for their watches
parison between the North-Western rail- year.
than is necessary.
road, of England, the best managed road
lue decrease in strain on maciunery
These time-pieces combine every improvement
in the world, as it now is, a 4 teet 8 1-2 from having the points of support nearer
that a long experience has proved of real practical
inch gauge, and what it would have been
is
immense.
together
use.
Having had the refusal of nearly every inven- I
had it been made a 3 feet gauge, proving
So far we have been considering freight
that there would be a saving of one-half ears; the same reasoning applies to pas- tion In watch-making originating iu this country or
in Europe, only those were finally adopted which
in the expenses of running the road.
senger cars, which weigh, on the Central, severe testing by the most skillful artisans in our
I apply the same reasoning to Ameri- about 18 tons each, and are made to carworks, and long use on the part of the public, decan railroads, both as to the
making and ry 50 passengers, although the average monstrated to be essential to correct and enduring
number ol eaeli is about 25. On the Norrunning them.
time-keeping.
I take the 3 feet gauge, both because of way 3 feet road, the cars carry 28 passenAmong the many improvements we would parthe severity of our climate, and because gers and weigh 4 tons, while on the 4
the time that can be made on it compares feet 8 1-2 inch gauge, in the same country, ticularize :
The invention and use of a
ot pecufavorably with the time made on our tast- the cars carry only the same number of lar construction, to prevent centre-pinion
damage to the train
est road.
passengers and weigh 0 tons. 28 passengers by the breakage of main-springs, is original with
The chief difficulty of building railroads in a car weighing 4 tons, would give 300 the American Watch Company, v\ho, having had the
refusal of all other contrivances, adopted
P
is their cost; and this difficulty hinders
pounds of car for each passenger, (liv- patent pinion as being the best and faultless. Fogg’s
the making of roads which would pay
Hardened and tempered Inn: .pi mgs, now univerto
of
car
eacii
weight
pasing 400 pounds
sally admitted by Watchmakers to he the best, an
well if they were built.
sengers, a car could be built to carry on used in nil grades ot Waltham Watches.
it is rarely that we find a road being the 3 feet
30 passengers, and be
All Waltham Watches have dust-proof caps, pro
gauge
built and equipped for less than $33,000 or but one-third ot the weight of the Central tecting the movement from dust, ami lessening the
of the frequent cleaning necessary in other
$34,000 per mile, a rate at which a road 30 cars. An 18 ton car carrying 50 passen- necessity
watches.
miles long would cost a. million of dol- gers, would give to each passenger 720
Our new patent stem-winder, or keyless watch is
already a decided success, and a great improvement
lars; a large sum of money for a commu- pounds of weight of ear; while in a li ton on
any stem-winding watch in the American market
nity to raise, and capitalists are not wont car carrying 30 passengers the weight and by far the cheapest watch of its quality now offered to the public. To those living in portions ot
to invest such sums in an enterprise, which
per person would only be 400 pounds, a the United States
where watchmakers do not artound
taking two or three years to complete, saving of 320 pounds per man, which in a watches with the above mentioned improvements
will only after it is running, bring them car carring 50 passengers would amount which tend to ensure accuracy, cleanliness, durabiland convenience, must prove invaluable.
at the most 7 per cent, interest.
to 10.000 pounds, which are like, it has ity
The trademarks ot the various styles made by the
But if we can build a road which has been
aptly said, so many dead head pas- Company are as follows
American Watch Co., Waltham, Mass.
equal capacity with any other, both for sengers that never get out.
Amn. Watch Co., Waltham, Mass.
The engineer of the Ullinboard railway
carrying freight and passengers, upon
American Watch Co., Crescent St., Waltham, !
which equally fast time can be made, tor in Sweden, found the cost of
transferring Mass.
Appleton, Tracy 8c Co., Waltham, Mass.
60 per cent, of the cost of the 4 feet 8 1-2 to be but two cents per ton, since the laAmerican Watch Co., Adams St., Waltham, 1
gauge, and its construction shall be sueli bor was not great when cars were placed Mass.
Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, Mass.
that after it is built it shall cost but half
of
one
side
another.
along
1*. S. Bartlett, Waltham, Mass.
as much to run if, the difficulty in raising
We read every day of some 5 feet gauge
Wm. Ellery, Waltham, Mass.
Home Watch Co., Boston, Mass.
4
1-2
inches
and
to
feet
8
money is in a great measure removed.
being changed
Examine the spelling of these names carefully beI will show that the 3 teet gauge makes
as
the
we
world
shall
perhaps
improves
fore buying. Any variation even of a single letter, i
this reduction in cost, and will do so in see railroad companies
consulting their Indicates a counterfeit.
detail.
For sale by all leading jewelers. No watches reinterests and changing to a 3 feet gauge.
tailed by the Company.
There is a necessity tor only three-fifths
An illustrated history of watch making, containthe amount of land now taken for right of
Feminine Strategy.
ing much useful information to watch-wearers sent
to any address on application.
way.
The recent contest before the Illinois
HO It UI .\si & APPLETO.V
The amount of cutting an embankment
to make the road-bed would be but threeLegislature which resulted in the election General Agents for American Watch Co., i
Iti Hroadnar, Xew loilt.
fifths, while the location of the narrow of General Logan as United States Senagauge, by running sharp curves, will cut tor, was remarkable for the
powerful supCanvassers lor .1.8. I
down this, the great cost of construction,
C. Abbott’s Prussiti and the. Franco- Prum- \
in rough countries, according to English port rendered the successful candidate by Sian Ifur,” in both
English and Herman. Book tor j
engineers, to 25 per cent, ot the eosl of his wife. The result is hailed as a wo- the times. B. B. Russell, Pub., Boston, Mass.
the 4 feet 8 1-2 inch gauge.
man’s triumph.
A correspondent of the
TO HOOK AKEYTTA.-A Pocket
The width of the bridges and culverts
St. Louis Democrat thus sketches the
Prospectus of the best Illustrated Family Bible
may lie diminished in the proportion oi
published, containing Bible History, Dictionary, :
heroine.
3 to 5.
; Analysis, Harmony, and
History of Religions. Sent ]
l lie ties may be shorter.
The levees which Mrs. Logan is con- free on application. HORACE KING. Publisher, !
Coun.
Thompsonville,
The rail will weigh but 37 lbs. to the stantly holding in her parlors of the Le*. N. FlICH'R Family Pli.T.irian
yard, in place of the 70 lb. rail now in use. land have not been properly “written up,”
OO
The 37 lb. rail is now used on two narrow but their interest is certainly sufficient to
pages; sent by mail free. Teaches how
to cure all diseases of the
skin, hair, eyes,
gauge railroads in Sweden.
justify mention. Here, directly over the j complexion. Write to Ti t person;
Broadway, New York.
The locomotive may be made to weigh head quarters of the General himself, is a
between 0 and 20 tons, in place of the 20 levee, always in session, presided over by INCREASE The fast-growing West can atl'ord to
to 40 tou locomotives now in use.
Mrs. Logan, who is assisted by her huspay Id and
per cent, interest on :
lirst-class security. Address Kuan- ;
YOUR
The cars not only may be but three- band's younger brother and his handsome
is Smith, Broker,
Indianapolis, j
filths of the size of the ears on the broad- cousin, Miss Logan.
In this room all are I N C 0 M E. Refert nee given.
er gauge, but
be
and
all
are
made
they may
graciously received,
lighter welcome,
Horack
Waters, 1st i
in every way.
and lo this room all of the members of SI
A Crvent
UrJtai Offer
N. V., will dis- j
VJJtr.
be
made
the
much
second
and
third houses have pose of One Hundred Broadway,
first,
smaller,
Buildings may
Pianos. Melodkons. and i
of six lirst-class makers, including Waters’, I
though the reduction in eost may not be beat a retreat at some time during the Organs
at KXTREMKLY I.nw 1’RICKS, FOR CASH, HI KING
as great as two-fifths.
Ii is where they go
heat ol the contest.
this month, or will take a part cash ami balance In
Turn tables may be smaller in the same to escape for
moment from the fetid atmonthly or quarterly installments.
proportion.
mosphere of polities. In parlor No. g(i
The time required to build the road will polities is not among the refreshments. It
SPENO EH IAN
be shortened two-fifths, ami thus
give a is an oasis of peace in a desert ot wrangquicker return for the money invested.
ling. Il is a retreat—a neutral ground—
The eost of supervision will be less m which the combatants ol both sides 11 y to,
lo get their soured hearts sweetened with
Piiblinlieil by ftvi*ioii. Illal. email.
proportion.
We. have seen that on a road of three j music and their bewildered brains cooled
Taylor A Co., Yew York.
teet gauge, the right of way, the culverts j by sensible conversation.
Tl»i» kpenreriaia MtOciii is more practical,
more thorough, and more original than any other
and bridges, ties, rails and locomotives, j
Mrs. Logan is a native of Missouri,
system. It is republished in England, and advert isr-d
turn tables and ears, interest on investtransplanted to Southern Illinois, -a small, there as the American Standard. It is the accreilited non re •> from which fli*‘penmen of
ment and eost of supervision, would be j fragile lady, with an attractive face, a
the country have dorivtid their knowImly** and
reduced two-lifths; while in the cost of I mass of turbulent black hair, and sharp wkill
in the art.
It is used in more .Yiormul
earth moved there would be a reduction 1 eyes selected to match it, a wide experi- Mclioolit ami IIikIiu'sh «:«»l!«•<;-«»« than ail
of three-tilths; the buildings would only ence ot Hie social world, a good fund of oilier systems combined. It is more generally
used than any other system. Circulars containing
be reduced perhaps one-filth; giving in
information, abundant wit. and a ready prices and full particulars furnished on application
all a saving of two-fifths of the cost of the ! tongue, freighted with complaisance and as below.
1 feet 8 1-2 inch gauge.
suavity. She certainly impresses very
SPENCERIAN
F.xperience has proved the statement to pleasantly all who come within her in1
be true.
A Russian commission certified fluence. Having accompanied her husband in the field, she is familiar with camp
to it.
In Norway two '-ailroads of S feet 7 life in its varied phrases. At Belmont and I tlaiiiifactnr<>il by the Original luventor
j
of titeel Pen*.
inch gauge were constructed bv Mr. Fort Ilenry, at Donelson and Vicksburg,
These pens are of superior English manufacture
l’hill; one at Storen. and the other at ] she hovered on the edge of the battle, and
llamar; the Hamar line eost £3.000 per kept her eye fondly on one particular flag. and combine Elasticity of Action with Smoothness
mile, the Storen £5,000 per mile; during Is it extraordinary that, she should follow of Point, and are a nearer approximation to the real
the building of these roads and within a his fortunes with equal fidelity now? And W W .41\' 1%ITM fa 1. than anything hitherto invented
few hundred miles of them, a road was j is it any tiling less than infamous that
W Y YIBEE C-4 ltl>. containing all the
built on the 4 feet 8 l-s^inch gauge, the her fair name should now be made the 14 number*,
artistically arranged and securely
rate of wages being the same on the three subject of insults in the Chicago Repubinclosed, sent by mail on receipt of £j> iE \T*.
whose
lican.
when
The
4
feet
8
1-2
inch
a
road
editor,
lines,
gauge
corresponAddress
cost £G,400 per mile, thus showing a dent in the field, broke free bread at her
table
for
weeks
in
the
ease
of
one
of
and
the.
narrow
rode her
together,
saving
W. A. WILDE & CO.
gauge roads of £1,400 ($7,000) per mile, husband's horse, and drank gratuitously
and the other of £3,400 ($17,000) pet- of the commissary whiskey?
Mrs. Logan dresses neatly and plainly ;
mile, an average saving of two-fifths in
No. I Cornhill. Boston, Mass.
favor of a narrow gauge, which was 7 a black silk, edged with satin, point lace,
inches broader than the one we propose. a silken knot at tlm throat and a gold
Her parlor is an exchange of
The next point to he seen is whether chain.
we can make our statement that the 3
suavities; she never herself introduces
We will insert an advertisement
feet gauge can carry an equal amount of the subject of politics, but if asked, has
MONT XX
freight and passengers with the 4 feet 8 1-2 no hesitation in confessing that she is O ST B
In Thirty-one First-class
inch gauge, and at the same speed. The strongly prejudiced in favor of Logan,
Farlie engine upon the Festeniog Rail- and in staling tersely why she thinks lie
road in Wales, on a gauge ol only two ought to he sent to Washington.
Including Five Dailies.
She is never aggressive or intrusive on
feet, drew live hundred tons on the level, j
We refer to the publisher of this paper, to whom
and over the road, around curves of wily this point, blit is fearless and confident, our responsibility is well known,
11(1 ft. radius, and on a grade of 71 feet and exercises her woman’s right of speech
List Se lit F* r o owith such persuasive tact that there is no
to the mile, drew a load of 2<>6 tons durAddress «EO. P. HOW EEL A C O..
doubt
that
a
trial
whatever
she
lias
made
before
made
the Russian
some
ing
trip
Ailvertiiing Agenli,
votes
for
the
commission.
The
man.
of
Doubtless
a
coming
average weight
Yon. 40 A 41 Hark lion, Yew York.
round
dozen
of
from
the
imand
freight trains, including freight
gentlemno
locomotive on the New York Central, is paveil districts haveerossed thateliarming
360 tons, according to their report of threshold, confident that they were for
in our new business make from $.» co
1868.
Oglesby or “neutral,” who have ever since who engage
Full parper day in their own localities.
The highest rate of speed made on the worked steadily for the swarthy little $lO
ticulars and instructions sent free by mail. Those
2-feet gauge is 30 miles an hour, but the General, and haven’t any idea what chang- in need of permanent, profitable work, should address at once. GEORGE STINSON A CO., Portengineer says he can make 40 with per- ed their minds. The fascinations are so land, Maine.
fect safety. On the Ullinboard road in thoroughly disguised that even the OglesSweden, a 3 feet 7-ineh gauge 35 miles an by man is disarmed in their presence, hut
hour has been run with a 12-ton locomo- he teels their potency.
This evening, about sapper time, Ogles- Wonderful and
tive.
Ingenious; no humbug, hut a perThe British Association reports say that by and Mrs. Logan, old acquaintances, fect Reciprocating Steam Engine, with Copper Boiler, Steam Chest, Cylinder, Piston, Fly-Wheel, &e.
on a 3-feet
gauge 40 miles an hour may met in the hall, and after a change of No possibility
of
Instructiv e and anius
be run.
compliments, a dialogue ensued, some- ing, showing the explosion,
whole science of st«am power.
Sent in box, by mail,
On the Festiniog Railroad during the what like this.
for $1..40, and given
prepared,
to any one who will procure 7 subscribe!s to
Mrs. Logan—Ah, General, I fear you away
year 1868, ltjO.OOO tons of goods and 145,the iOung /‘copies' Helper, (;>U ets. a year), the best
0O0 passengers were carried. This road are forgetting the old school politeness >outh’s paper lor the price in the country. Address
X. POPE VO*E, lloi'klanil. !Hr.
is only 13 miles long. In the same year that used to become you so well;
you have
the Syracuse & Binghampton Railroad, not called on me.
which is 81 miles long, carried 424,537
Oglesby—Well, madam, the fact is, I j OOP USE THE “VEGETABLE | U7A
tons of freight and 245,577 passengers.
am
afraid to subject myself to your lO-wl )PULM0NARY BALSAM.' I >1 w
The Black River and Utica Railroad, blandishments.
A’ou are making trouble The old standard remedy for Coughs, Colds, Consumption. “Nothing better.” Cirri.kr Bros. & Co,,
which is 86 miles long, carried in the here; 1 am afraid 1 might leave
your Boston.
same year 25,402 tons ol freight and 100,- presence a Logan man.
111 passengers.
Mrs. Logan—-Now General, don’t joke;
The Ullinboard Railroad in Sweden, 1 would like to see you sociably;
you
which is 23 miles long, of 3 feet 7-inch would meet a good many pleasant
people
a
business
of
rooms.
It
at
would
do
mv
gauge, reports
100,000 pasyou good.
sengers and 150,000 tons of freight a
Oglesby—I am not sure about that, I
wish you would leave town, Mrs. Logan.
year.
The eost of maintaining a road must You see I am
forgetting my politeness.
depend upon the amount of weight the But I really think it is an unfair advantroad bed has to carry, since the eost of age.
Mrs. Logan—Not at all.
You are sufrepairing it is as compared with all other
o^Tra’xcMxr.
repairs, nearly three to one.
fering one of the disabilities of bachlerShould occasion require you to purchase
The New York Central report, for 1868, hood, as
you ought. It seems to me
B. A. Fahnestock’s Vermifuge, be
purlieugives the eost of keeping up the perma- obvious that Joint ought to have the Senlarly careful to sec that the initials arc 11.
A. This is the article that has been so
nent way, as three millions of dollars to
atorship. He has not received any proone million for all other repairs.
motion since the year lie left the army,
Favorably Known Since 1829,
If we can reduce the weight that a road and
yon have been Governor for over so
And purchasers must insist on having it
hod has to sustain one-half, and not re- long. Now, General, you sec, you can
if
they do not wish to have, an imitation
forced upon them.
duce .the amount of freight, and at the lie Senator next time —or what do
you say
same time increase the
durability ot all to Congrcssmaii-al-large.
the materials
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.
Mrs. Logan was as gracious as could
composing the road, as well
as the
running machinery, we have cut be, and the fact that she did not mean to Prizes ensiled and information furnished by (JKO.
down the cost of
UP1I
AVI, Providence, K. I.
operating the road just be impertinent rendered the last proposal
one-half.
and the old soldier
exceedingly
arming,
lie
ordinary box freight car of the smiled a broad, long, deep, thoughtful,
Now York Central
weighs ten tons anil profound and penetrating smile, and withEIt WEEK, and ex
carries ten tons; the
4>QA H IUBl
average number ol drew, promising to think about it.
to sell our new and useful discovqJOlJ penses,
ears in a train is 18; 18 cars
eries.
weighing
ten tons each ami each
Address It. Swkkt & Co., Marshall, Mich.
The son of lion. Moses IT. Grinnell,
carrying ten
would give a load of 300 tons as the aver- who is
in Africa, has recently
traveling
age weight of a loaded train; of this 300 been exploring the cataracts of the Nile
tons 180 tons is non-paying weight. Tak- in an iron boat of 100 tons and
drawing
ing the number of cars that run half full, three feet of water, llis last letter, dated | TO I IIK WOKlvINu CLASS.—We are now preand the number that run half of the way on New Tear’s day. was written atKoms- I pared to furnish all classes with constant employment at home, the whole ol the time or lor the snare
empty, may we not estimate that the Cen- ka, Nubia, and describes the ascent of moments. Husiness new, light, and profitable. Pertral carries a proportion of two tons ol one of the cataracts, which was accom- sons of either sex easily earn from 60c. to $6 per
and a proportional sum by devoting their
11011-paying load to one of paying?
plished by 200 men hauling nbon four evening,
whole time to the business. Hoys and girls earn
The Festiniog Railroad uses ears weigh- ropes. Seven letters written
by this gen- nearly as much as men. That all wiio see this notice
and test the business, we
ing only one-half a ton, carrying a load tleman ami posted on the banks of the may seud their address,oiler:
To such as are not
make the unparalleled
ol three tons, a proportion of six tons of Nile, have reached the destination.
well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for the trouble
They
load
to
one
are
a
ton
of
taken
Full
a
valuable
distance
of
400
of
paying
miles by rewriting.
particulars,
non-paying.
sample which
will do to commence work on, and a
of The
John ii. Jervis lias built cars weighing 3 lays of boys, each of whom
goes ten miles People's Literary Companion—one of cony
the largest
tons, which carry C tons. In the case of with the letter strapped around his waist and best family newspapers ever published—nil
sent
the Festiniog Railroad, the paying weight in bells. Mr. Grinnell is accompanied free by mail. Header, if you want permanent, protilablc work,address K.C. ALI.F.N & CO., Auoiista,
was as to the non-paying
his wife.
relative-

WAITED!—Wide-awake
j
I71BEE

PENMANSHIP

Thrilling Indian Adventure.
Tin*

WALTHAM

Dn.

l‘.ut his fret on the hills grew wenrv.
And one of the Autumn eves
I made for my little brother
A bed of the yellow leaves.
Sweetly lii> pale arms folded
M v neck in a meek embrace.
As tin' light of immortal beauty
Silentl\ rowre«I bis face;

a

oc-

dentist

started from Weaverville to go to Humboldt, but never reached there, and was
never heard from.
Among the plunder

obtained from the avenging expedition of
which we speak, were genlocks, mainsprings, files, etc; in fact, everything
necessary for the repair of fire-arm’s, and
a lull set of dentist’s tools.
This left but
little doubt that the unfortunate Professor
ol Dentistry had been murdered by these
fiends in human shape.

NATURE'S

V.—Auy lady or gentleman !
cun make $1,000 a month,secure their own hap- j
1
piness and independence, by obtaining PSYCHOMASCY, FASCINATION.or SOI l.-CHARMINO.

RE ST Oil AT I'VE!

STEEL PENS.

■

Pnblisbers, Booksellers and Stationers.

FOR $2 PER LINE,
MAINE

NEWSPAPERS,

$5 TO $10 PER

DOLLAR STEAM ENGINE!

Full instructions to use this pow
animals at will, how to Mesmerize,
become Trance or Philosophy ol Omens and Dreams
Prigham Young’s Harem Cubic to Marriage, &e.,
all contained in this book: lou t
sold; price by
mail, in doth
paper covers $!. N >tick.—Any
person willing to act as agent will receive a sample
copy ol the work tree. As no capital is required,
all desirous of genteel employment should send lor
the book, enclosing 10 cts. lor postage, to T. W.
EVANS & CO., 41 South Mil St. Philadelphia.
er over men or

line from the pen of Dr. Dixon is ot value
whole human race.— Horace Greeley.

Maine.

TIEMK AL

HEAT

Bonaparte

Cincinnati, O,

\

<|Lt.1(!K^, -A victim of early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, promatur<
decay, &c., having tried in vain every advertised
remedy, has a simple means oi self-cure. which he

AVOID

will send free to his fellow sufferers.
J. H. TUTTLE, 78 Nassau st. New York.

Addris-

«‘g iilai t«ie*t ;in«l OI»«triicW. Foster's Female Periodical
remove all obstructions. Nothing
regulate
injurious to health. $.*>abnx. Offnv No. lio Nassau
st., Room 14, New York City. Seat by mail any
where on receipt of the amount.
I

1
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SPECIAL AILMENTS AND.SI 1 CATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.

I..

IHI.

) S

Popular Medical

j

H

a

Z)

PCBI.ISMKI>

l:v

IS Till: ONLY UIHai.AU «.UVI>I

\t!

and ruin, hut are a true Medicine,made
the Native Roots and Herbs of California, free
fheyarethe
nil
from
Alculioiic Stimuhints,
GREAT IILOO 1) PURIFIER and A LIFE
GIVING PRINCIPLE u perfect Renovator and
Invtgoratorofthe System, carrying oil' all poisonous
matter and restoring the blood to a healthy condition.
No person co.1 take these Hitters according t-- dir.-t
tion and remain long unwell.
#100 will he given for a 1 incurable rase, pr -vidi d
the bones are not destroyed by mineral poison
othe: means, and the \ital organ;: wasted bey m 1 tl.
point of repair.
For 1 iiiiiiiiiinutory mid Chronic It heimuttixiu mid Gout, Dy Npr|>*iti or Indigestion.
ItiliouM, RemlttPiit and liitoi’initteut Fever.*,
DIsenseM ot the lilood. Liver, Kidney*, mid
lllndtler, tlieso Hitters have been most suo.v;
ful.
Such Diseases are caused by Vitiated
lilood. which is generally produced l>y derangement
of the Digcstivo Organ*.
DYSPEPSIA OR
INDIGESTION, Head
ache, Pain In tho Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the
Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations of the Stomach,
Rad taste In tho Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation
of the Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs. Pain In the
regions of tho Kidneys and a hundred other painful
•jmptoms, nr-* the offsprings of Dyspepsia.
They invigorate the Stomach and Btimulaie the t->rpld liver and bowels, which render them of unequalled
efficacy In cleansing tho blood of all impurities, and
Imparting now life and vigor to the whole system.
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Eruptions,Tetter. Salt
Rheum, Blotches, Spots, Pimples, Pustules, Boils. Carbuncles, Ring-Worms,Scald-IIcad,Sore Eyes, Erysipelas, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the Skin, limners
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever nam
ornatur
are literally dug up aud carried out of the system in a
short tlino by the use of these Bitters. One bottle in
such cases will convince the most incredulous of tln ir
curative effect.
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you And Its
Impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples, Eruptions or Sores cleanse it when you And it obstructed
and sluggish in the veins; clcanso it when it is foul,
and your feelings will tell you when. Keep the blood
pure and tho health of tho system will follow.
PIN, TAPE and other WORM#, lurking in the
system of so many thousands, aro effectually destroyed and removed. For full directions, read carefully
the circular around each bottle, printed in four languages—English, German, French and Spanish.

j
1

i

No. 4. Bulfinch Street, Boston.

(<>[»|»n*it«k IScioi e II on*!'.)
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a laet so
we are known to many Citizen*--. 1 *nl»Ji^hc-rs, M
rDu. W. I! PAKKKU, Assis:ant Physician.
j
chants, Hotel Proprietors, &e.. that In- is much n j Medical /:r.i>ir!<di;c
fa rr'ryin. ///. v..e,L.o n copies
commended, and particularly to
sold in

Dll.

1

Dl \

Professors and rospeeiuMc Ph\-i(ians—many ot whom consult him in critical eases,
because ot his acknowledged skill and ri putation.
attained through so long xyorieuce, prae! ie--, and
observation.
to

AFFLICTED AND UN i'OU I PN

AYL,

be not robbed and add to ymur sull'a ings in being
deceived bv the lving l>.amts, mistvpia scutaiion-.
false promises, and pretentions t
FOREIGN AND NATIVE <>l APES,
who know but little of the nature ami character of
Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged Diplomas of institutions or Colleges,
which never existed in anv put oi the world; others exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, ! ow obtained,
unknown; not only assuming am! advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imposition assume names of the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
IJUACK X()S 1 UPM-MAE EPS,

through false certificates and references,and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them; or who. besides,
to further their impositions, copy tvom medical
books, much that is written of tie qualities and effects ot ditlercnt herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their Pills. Extracts, Specities, \e..
most of which, if not tdi. contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything."
kill more tli m is cured,” and
hut now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injured Kr life.
KiNDltANCE OF (,'CAClv P(>PT<>U< AND
N-XTRIIM-M A K I'.US.

j

j

!

;

|M)

■

Price 50 cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt
of sixty cents, or tour packages for two dollars. Beware of counterfeits and worthless imitations.
See
that my private stamp, which is a positive guarantee of genuineness, is
upon the outside wrapper.
Remember this private Stamp, issued by the United
States Government expressly for
stamping mymedieienes, lies my portrait, name and address, and the
words
1
S. Certificate ol Genuineness,'' engraved upon it. and need not be mistaken.
Don’t be
swindled by travellers and others representing
themselves as Dr. Sage ; 1 am the only man now living that has the knowledge and righ t to manufacture the Genuine Dr. Sage’s Citarrh Remedy, and I
never travel to sell this medicine.
R. V. PI LUCK. M. D,
.‘linosjo
1:» ! Seneca Street, ButJalo, X. V.

MAXOCACTlUlKn I'O

VVM. E. HOOPER & SOMS.
iLiliiiuon'. fl«l.

:l

MORRISON,
the

Hardware Business,
At III,' old stand of K. A.CAIil.K, No.
Main .St.,
take this method of informing all old customers
ami others that we are now prepared to oiler goods
ot the best
quality and at prices as low as the lowi st
by adhering strictly to our motto, quick sabs and
small profits. We hope to meet a liberal share ot

U T

<

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT!

l1' A H 1<;

R KDITCI
THE

Capt.

S

j

Monday

One Trip per Week through the Winter.
UKlTItNINli Wilt leave BOSTON every Ihurday at 1 o’clock I*. M.

Dll. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.? 1-lndistroii, Boston, i< consulted daily loraUdiseases
incident to the female system. Prolupus Uteri or
Calling of the Womb. Fluor Albus, Suppression,
nndothef Menstrual Derangements, arc all treated
on
new pathological prineinh s, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a lew days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the atllieted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt bail greater experience in
the cure of diseases of women than any other physieian in Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a lew days under his treat-

PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Block.
Rockland, Jan.‘‘.'i, 1871.
11
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O

<

FARE TO BOSTON,--

$2.50.

UKO. Cm. II KLLS,

Belfast, Deo. 19, 1870.

Agdiit.

k-

This well-known remedy does not drv up a Cough, ftn:l
tin* cause behind, as is the case with most preparations; but it loosens ami cleanses the lungs, and allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.
SI. I'll \V. POWLK it SON’, Proprietors, Boston.
Sold
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.

(or S:i 1<k.

Tilt* Soil 11'A MOWTON, of ;;i Ions,
in. I hi ill ul whit i'* oik, :t 11«1 in "imiI or(l'T, will in' si,lil ;i( :i I»riri*:iiti. Kinium*
i).

f

*

Belfast, March 1, I*? 1,
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FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE.
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Phosphate

of Lime !

Foot of Main Street.
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TRUNKS! TRUNKS!
WM. P

BURRILL & CO..

In order

av-iil tii«*ms(dvP8 ot

to

RAILROAD
llav

FACILITIES,
Manufactureol

iK*e«l t1

comim

TRUMKLS
III nil V nvietii
IN

NIK

:unl

s

Styles,

<11Y

OF
111'. I,FAST, tin1 West side of lMionlx How, over
II lack’s Straw I-aeuu
Tin s,
Trunk- an- offered lo tli public at whoh
sale or retail, and as heap >s thev ran be
purchased
in Huston,
They are worr mini io s:Jn
Trunks Uid \ ali><
nntde to ord- r.
IS E 8* I I Rl 4 \4.

DO A 1

'V. F. Ill

Belfast, April 'B,

Hlill.I.. k CO

!s;o.

Phthisic! Phthisic ?
I.Ktt'IS* IN1IAI
AM

A 1 AV \ Ys

fur tin- I'M train

MIA AW \

thr most l»i-tr.‘s«in^ ,• i-v s .;i I’liihiltlVwniin
Utes
Inhaled will tin Inralli. ii g,
direct l>
thr Iallies and a
f.-l I -. 'Md rrlifi 1 ,.[n/n-di:ttr Iiij
can t a if.
PATEN l E l>. Ma\ Is, ivi-.t.
I.
H.
By Mail $1.00.
J
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l*ro|»rl«* tor,

t*

llidfini.

It

AMERICAN HOUSE
BEL PAST,
—n

—

ROBBINS ,r-v.i<>rm« hi- fri.iil
rlu- public tliuj n 7.*- leascil tin- abov.
u
I! known e«ta\lVJ»Nicnt, where he oiler*
*/«e travelling public
entertainment
lie will th^iuuiih renovate the hoc.*make unproveiiiei
very w ay conform to
era needs.
The
will he supplied with alTthe
.j..
delicacies that ,.iii he proeure.l, and sp clal attention given t,. ^roer .ml neatness in the
sleeping
apart men I s.
All l!i
wages having the eitv titk.
their de< modes iuu
parturi ,»roin this Ionise.
regularly
to the fonts, and gm-f eontewd to
anypait el
the .viy or e untry,
UelLust, May 10, l>;o.
t[
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root,
CHKAl'KST 1*1.ATE If
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and Rubbers.

you will mid the Largest and Best asdon
md the elm q.. w prieem t.» select (tom a,tin

Custoui Work done in the / off Styl,-, ami ,i-tlu
best -t"ek it Hie 1 hi.
I’riees. Also requiring
done in in* ! i>t uriiii.
md at Short Not leu i

T hr <'<> V /•;
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vjj
H. H. FORBES.
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EXPRESS COMPANY!
UMlalUT

Salve

.l.muur\'.M.IIi<- KASI K.KN
<•<>. will

h

M'ltKSS

run a

Daily DxprosB
% I 4

t'onneeting

Belfast
*'

AM with K\presses
and IMK I I.ANI),

R.

NOW

For sale

W^F OF 1812.

I’d l.'N II
lt(IS ION

ti_r

Money Refunded.

by all Druggists and country stores.
T. B. HIESKELI.,
Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
<«. c. (iooihvin & Co., Wholesale
Agents, .‘18 Hanover Street, Boston, Mass.
Price .15 cents per
Box.
lyrifl

at

troin

Salt Uheum, Cldlibiains, Scalds, Pimples, Blotches,
Frosted Limbs, Inflamed 10)es, Piles, and all ErupAl»o good for Scratches on
tions of the Skin.
horses.

IS

Savings

Till.

and

Bank-

ITMF. TO

A penny saved

to

a^ui.

is a

DKPOSIT.

penny earned.’*

I.s made on or before the 1st of
an>
month, will be placed upon interest ivm\
mouth, ^except May ami November) and iirterest
thesaine
in
computed upon
June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Bunking Boom
from y to 12 A. M.,aml 2 to4 l*. M. Saturdays from

nKI’OM

to 12 A.M.
JOHN II. QIJIMBY, frets. ASA
Belfast, July Id, lb?o.
it

AND

SEAMEN, WHO

SOLDIERS
served sixty days in the War of 181'-.
OFFICERS,
1815
widows of such married

previous

SfT. «*!' ,t ItT or U .1 I.and for sale by the
1.0 X. AMo (InirkerM.PickleM. lieuliiip*,
At*., besides a good assortment of fruit and conlloioe
Belfast, Maine.

••-»

<i

-•

re-

Well loiiml in Sails ami Uitfghitfi lias 1*40
lailmms new enl»lo. Will l»r soM very low.
!•;. II. CAItbNKIt.
1118
liuckspoi l, Mo.

spift.

daily from Portland, by

ilonrtiillie Court

u hich are
truly
••!!.• a-.
In v at crate
of
nfulou.s ili.s
w han* the >> stem
nail .-aluraleil with
•option, have l»een
’an. .{ an.| email t»v M.
■i\;' •>:- all'aatiioi- ati-i
ofilai s. w hi. h w are a
Mali !o the s.loftt

ns.iii\
ic.' rv
■

MORTGAGE BONDS

Tl»e *cla»oia«‘a* Senator. .'{5 tons,

Received

i
■

II. II. KOKill's

I I t II! ITCII!! ITC H!!!
Etyslpelas, Scald Head, Bingworms, Ulcers, Burns,

leave

-o—

J

rui:

!SBit

'! In- .-potation tlu> i-x
< !.' ,li
»»!«.•' lli'lltt*
i-njov.s,
I * ■ ’■ v c.l IV. >111 ita cures,

CL It E S

> U

tf..

y

s»i

TETTER! TETTER! TETTER!

liMLFAST, M; i i 11 o.
SchooiH'r

non

tfJl

A First Class Investment.

IE if skill's

?

■-\

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

»>"t

H. S. RICH

Will leave BELFAST for BOSTON every
at 1 o’clock 1*. M., making

|

1 I N

<• ,1 rgeiitlne
llair Dye, long and faku.fAii to ilu public, .-muds peerless anduu
rivallid. It i' the best, quickest, cheapest, the
most natural, durable, harmless and etVectuul Hair
I>ve in the world. It colors hair or whiskers Itrowu
or Black
instantaneously, and gives them a perfectly
natural appearance, and i-- unattended with any
injurious effect. Regular package, with brush and
liMOh(iKU, <
'sponge complete, only
\V IN & (’<>. Sold bv all druggist.-.
Cruosl’t

vorably

J. C.

STEAMER

IN oUl-Klt TO ( LOSl'l A COXi-. iii, tlir
wo Story llouso mul I,,
in Kocklnml, on South .-itlool' liotk- : meat.
rriHK attention of persous making luve-tm«-nt
!:iml .'tii .-t, adjoining Bfi.jnnin
Dr. Dow, since 1>U» having routined his whole atX of money is called to the above very desirable
Knowlton’s, will In* soldv.'iv low. tention to an oltiee practice for the cure ol Private
The Bonds run for twenty years,
'.x
security.
•in** possession given immediately.
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no ! per cent, interest in fcold, and are secured
I lie house is
upon
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, live or superior in the United States.
the roadbed ot the corporation, which costs m arl}
six minutes walk from the 1 *.»-t (Mine, High School
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or nine hundred thousand dollars. The whole amount
and Churches.
It contains sixteen finished rooms,
they will not be answered.
j ot these bonds to be issued is limited to on< bund
numerous closets and other conveniences.
Dilico hours from s A. M. In 1 1‘. M.
Cellar
red and lifiy thousand dollars, each bond bearing
under the whole. I lie house i- in good repair, has [
1 yr;i
Boston, duly *J5, is?'.).
certificate of one of the trustees that it is a p..r
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and
tlon of the said limited amount.
spacious entries, above and below, all which arc eleThe money markets of the world do not pr*
nt
h is wry suitable for
gantly papered ami painted,
a better or safer security.
a private
dwelling, or lor a Boarding ilouse, ami is
These bonds are now offered tor sab* on lil rai
convenient lor one or two families. A perfect title
terms.
Apply to W. T. TOLIM UN. Treuswrrr
will be given free from all claims to dower. The
17it
Belfast June J. 1870.
premises may he examined on application to Benj.
Knowlton, or to

>

GET THE BEST.
fluolt

P.!
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FOR SALE a T A B a R GA IN.
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can
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TWO STORY DWELLING HOUSE

*

they

not

arc

Line !

Independent

To Females in Delicate Health.

f. a. < aui.h.
k. .i. m♦ >iti:is.».n.

A Perfect Title Given !

goods

SANFO RP’S

*;

Notice.

Rmo.- J?

Passenger Train leaving Belfast

nects

TWINES and nettings,

patronage.
Belfast, Jan. (i, 1.x? 1.

the Nature, Treatment ami liaJiral

.•.in
at 7 A. M
with Trains on Maine Central Railroad
Burnham for Portland, Boston, ami all Stations
! west of Burnham, on Maine Central and Poicluml
and Kennebec Railroads.
Mixed Train leaving Belfast at 1.1". coinieet.! with Train on Maine Central Railroad tor Augusta
and Skowhegnn, and with Train going F.a-t for
I do not wish to inform you, reader, that Dr. Won- I Bangor and all Stations on Maine Central \ Kwr
derful, or any other man, has discovered a remedy peun & North American Railroads.
that eures consumption, when' the lungs are haif
Trains over Maine Central Railroad Icamig Banconsumed, in *h >rt, will cure all diseases whether of
gor at 7.30 A. M and Train over Portland and Ken
mind, body or estate, make men live forever, and
nebcc Railroad going Last) leaving Augusta at <• \
leave death to play for want of work, and is designM., arrive at Burnham in season to connect wi h
ed to make our sublunary sphere a blissful Paradise,
Mixed Train over Belfast and Moosthead l.ak«
to which Heaven itself shall he but a side show.
Railroad, arriving at Belfast at If. 10.
You have heard enough of that kind of humhugStages will leave Beltast for Searsjnrt and StockBut when I ti 11 yon that Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
ton on arrival of 3.43 P. M. Train from Burnham,
gerv.
Remedy will postiveiy'cnre the worst eases of Ca- I returning in season to connect with tl. 7 A. M.
tarrh in the 11 a»i, I only assert that which thou- i Train for Portland, Boston, Ac.
solids cun testily to. A ph tmplilet giving symptoms
Through Tickets to Portland and Boston are sold
and o! her in tor mat ion sent free to any address. This at .ill Stations on this line,
tt'J3
A. 11AYFOKP, Supt.
remedy Is
SOLD BY Mosf Dill (K, IS IS IN ALL PARIS
OF TIIL WORLD.

t

FISHERMEN!

carrying

HELI tltT.

I OPEN

THE LADIES.—Tin* celeb rated DU. L. Pl\
1
particularly invites all Ladies who need a M, it
‘‘<il or Suryicul adviser to eall at his Booms, ji
Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they wi'l lind
arranged tor their special accommodationDU DIX having devoted over twenty years to
this particular branch ot the treatim nt'of’ ail di-eases peculiar to females, is
now conceded by all,
(both in this country and Europe, that he excels
all other known praeticioners in the <ale. speedy
and effectual treatment of all female
complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express ( urpose ot removing all diseases, such as debilitv,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which liow from a morbid state of the blood. The Poetor i< now fully
prepared to treat in bis peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sox.
and they are respectfully invited to call at
'il laiilit imi Ml.. Elation,
AH letters requiring advice must contain one dollar t(i insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1 Is? 1—1 yr.

on

CAUSE

ALLAKl),

These
only bo obtained.
supplied fo IVdlcrs, at any price,
lyrhi

From whom

B. k M. Lake Railroad.

be the disease, condition or situation oi any one,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring ad\ ie im: -! contain one dollar to insure an answer
Address Du. L. I)ix, No. 11 Emlieott Street, Boston, Mass.
Boston,.Ian. 1, isri—1 yr.
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